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JANUARY MEETING, 1914. 

THE 
stated meeting was held on Thursday, the 8th in 

stant, at three o'clock, p. m., the President, Mr. Adams, 
in the chair. 

The record of the last meeting was read and approved. 
The Corresponding Secretary, in the absence of the Libra 

rian, reported the list of donors to the Library since the last 

meeting. 
The Cabinet-Keeper reported the gift of forty engraved 

portraits of Lincoln, including a framed one by William E. 

Marshall, from the estate of Francis F. Stockwell, of Boston, 

through the Bostonian Society; of a photogravure of Eliel 

Shumway, of Groton, from Dr. Green; of a photogravure 
of former Chief-Justice Marcus P. Knowlton, after a painting 

by Irene E. Parmelee, 1912; and an engraving of the proposed 

building of the Second Church, Boston, corner of Beacon 

Street and Audubon Road, after the architect's design, both 

from Mr. Norcross; the gift of a brooch set in pearls, con 

taining locks of the hair of Daniel Webster, sent by him in 

1818 and in 1852 to Miss Eliza Buckminster, of Portsmouth, 
N. H., and a miniature portrait of Edward Everett, given by 
him to Miss Mary Lyman Buckminster, afterward Mrs. 
Samuel K. Lothrop, both given by Mrs. Eliza Lee Homans. 

Mr. Wendell, in presenting to the Society, on behalf of 

his brother, Evert Jansen Wendell, of New York, a portrait of 

Jabez Crosby Howe, said in effect: 

Though not a man of public eminence, Mr. Howe was 

among the well-known merchants of Boston in the middle of 

the nineteenth century. Born in Brookfield, on February 5th, 

1787, and engaged in business for some years at Spencer, he 
came in 1822 to Boston, and there in 1834 founded the firm 

of J. C. Howe & Company, at the head of which he remained 
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until his death in September 7, 1869. He was not, I should 

think, a man of remarkable ability; but, unless I am quite 
mistaken, he maintained throughout his long life such sim 

plicity of heart, such integrity of intention and such charity 
of spirit that those who knew him best felt most deeply his 

remarkable dignity of character. Among his partners, all 

much younger than he, were able men: particularly Mr. 

George Hovey, Mr. Samuel Payson, and for a while our late 

associate, Mr. Charles Dalton. For many years my father, 

Jacob Wendell, was the most active representative of the 

firm in New York. This picture hung there, in his office; 
and when the partnership was dissolved in 1874, he took it 

home to his library, where it remained until his house was 

broken up, a few months ago. To my brother and to me, 
the only survivors of his family, it has thus represented, al 

most all our lives, an affectionate tradition of the times 

when, more than now, Boston was a centre of American en 

ergy. The nature of this tradition is implied in a personal 

memory of mine. Not very long ago, during a debate of the 

Harvard faculty, an eminent officer of the college used as an 

invidious term the word commercial. In instant reply I found 

myself telling liim that to my mind the noun suggested by 
that adjective is honour. If I am not at fault, it is largely 
from the memory of Mr. Howe that I have derived this most 

precious of New England traditions. 

The Corresponding Secretary reported the receipt of letters 

accepting their election from Charles Grenfill Washburn, of 

Worcester, as a Resident Member of the Society, and from 

John Holland Rose, of Cambridge, England, as a Correspond 

ing Member. 

The Editor reported the gift of a collection of letters written 

to the late William Everett, a Resident Member of the Society, 
from Mrs. Archibald Hopkins, of Washington, D. C; also the 

gift of a letter of Franklin Bache, about the proposed Franklin 

Monument in the Granary Burying-ground, the "records" 

of the subscribers to the monument, and a sketch plan of the 

monument presumably by Solomon Willard, from Dr. J. 
Collins Warren.1 

1 See p. 215, infra; Proceedings, xlv. 484. 
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Frederick Lewis Gay, of Brookline, was elected a Resident 

Member of the Society. 
The President presented the resignation of Dr. Green as 

first Vice-President of the Society, and gave the circumstances 

of Dr. Green's decision to resign. 

Massachusetts Historical Society, 

Boston, December 15, 1913. 

Dear Sir, 
? In view of my present inability to do active ser 

vice in the office of Vice-President, and also because as President 

you should have one in this position who will be ready promptly 
and efficiently to undertake the duties in your absence, I wish to be 
relieved from the obligations of the position. Will you be good 
enough to convey to the Society my resignation of this office, to 
take effect at the earliest convenient moment, and to express to 
the Society as well, my high appreciation of the honor they have 
conferred on me since the year 1895. 

Very respectfully, 
Samuel A. Green. 

Charles Francis Adams, Esq., 

President, Massachusetts Historical Society. 

Mr. Channing was then called upon and said: 

I have certain resolutions in my hand that I wish to move, 

expressing the feelings of the Society on this occasion. 

Thirty years ago, in January, 1884, I mounted the stairs 

of our old building on Tremont Street and presented a letter 
to Dr. Green from Justin Winsor. I remember the bare room, 
the desk piled high with papers, and the presence of a young 

man of about my own age, whom I have since come to recog 
nize as Mr. Tuttle, our assistant librarian. Dr. Green received 

me kindly, made some inquiries as to my family, and caused 
the documents which I desired to see to be laid before me. 

In October of that year, my first literary venture?"Town 
and County Government in the English Colonies"? appeared. 
Two months later ? 

thirty years ago next December ? I 
was elected a member of this Society, being nominated by Dr. 

Green and seconded by Justin Winsor. At the time, I looked 

upon this as a tribute to my historical precocity. Since then 

I have come to suspect that the fact that my mother, Ellen 

Fuller, was Dr. Green's playmate at Groton may have had 

something to do with his interest in my welfare. 

17 
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Looking backward over his whole career, the one thing that 

compels attention is his loyalty, 
? to the. town and state of 

his birth, Groton and Massachusetts; to the city of his adop 

tion, Boston; to the cause of Union; to the amelioration of the 

lot of an oppressed race; to Harvard University; and to this 

Society. Three young physicians 
? Dr. Billings, Dr. Weir 

Mitchell, and Dr. Green ? 
began their professional services 

at the same time as army surgeons in our Civil War. Each 

of them will be chiefly remembered from his connection with 

literary pursuits. Only two months ago, Dr. Green, feeble 

and helpless as he is, went to New York to attend the meeting 
of the Peabody Trustees for the uplifting of the colored race. 

On the accessions books of Harvard College his name stands, 
or stood a few years ago, as the giver of the largest number of 

books and pamphlets 
? some of them of great rarity and pecu 

niary value. It is to his feeling of loyalty to this Society, very, 

very largely, in turning the possessions of John Langdon Sibley 
and Mrs. Sibley to our coffers, that today we meet in this 

beautiful building and under conditions which enable the 

Society to stand at the front of historical societies. 

Mr. Channing offered the following resolutions which were 

unanimously adopted: 

Voted, That the Society receives with profound regret for the 
occasion thereof the resignation of Samuel Abbott Green as its 
senior Vice-President, which position, first chosen thereto in April, 
1895, he has consecutively filled. 

Voted, That, while accepting this resignation, the Society desires 
to put on record its deep sympathy for Vice-President Green be 
cause of that increasing physical infirmity which has led to his with 
drawal from the position that he has held so long and in which he 
has so identified himself with the Society. In doing so the Society 
desires further to express its profound sense of the great obligation 
it is under, and will ever remain under, to Dr. Green, not only for 
the services he has rendered it in the office now laid down, but for 

the interest in other and in all ways he has ever evinced in its 

standing, its welfare, and its development. Largely through the ac 

tion and influence of Dr. Green the Society now finds itself in its 

present prosperous condition; and to no one of its numerous bene 
factors is a weightier debt of obligation due. Of its sense of this it 
desires to take the present occasion to make permanent record: 

therefore, 
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Voted, That in accepting the resignation of Dr. Green, the So 

ciety directs this expression of the sentiments of the Society to be 

spread by the Secretary upon its records, in lasting evidence of the 

circumstances under which the resignation was tendered and is by 
the Society accepted. 

On motion of Mr. Channing it was also 

Voted, That in accordance with the provisions of chapter III of 

the By-Laws, the Society proceed at its next monthly meeting 
to choose by ballot a Vice-President to fill the position made vacant 

by the resignation of Vice-President Green, notice thereof being 
duly in advance given. 

Mr. Ford read a paper on the visit of Mr. Adams and him 

self to Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk County, England, and the 

meeting of the Suffolk Archaeological Society at Hardwick 

House. Suffolk being the Winthrop County, offers a field 

for special investigation in connection with the proposed 
re-issue of the Winthrop History, and enough was found 

to warrant the belief that a systematic and intelligent exami 

nation of manuscripts in private hands would give new and 

valuable material on the migration of 1630, if not letters from 

the Massachusetts Bay plantation itself. He then noticed the 

rich historical character of the personal letters of British 

diplomatic representatives on the continent. 

Mr. Davis communicated a paper on 

The Trials of a Governor in the Revolution. 

Several years ago I made a catalogue of the Trumbull manu 

scripts for this Society. This collection constitutes a part of 

the papers which bear the same relation to the State of Con 

necticut that the Archives in our State House bear to the 

State of Massachusetts. Through what at the present day 
would be considered a singular interpretation of what con 

stitutes personal property, they were retained by the Trumbull 

family, and in recognition of their public value they were de 

posited in trust with the Massachusetts Historical Society, 
the archives of that Society being at that time the only avail 

able place for such action. A small part of the documents and 
letters treat of topics connected with the early history of 

Connecticut. It is not easy, today, to conceive how any 
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claim of ownership for them could ever have been set up by 
Governor Trumbull. He must have received them as Governor 

of Connecticut from his predecessor in office. It must be re 

membered, however, that some of the more important official 

documents of that day were strictly personal. The instruc 

tions to the several royal Governors, for instance, involved 

only the r?gime of the Governor to whom they were issued 

and did not apply to his successor. There was no reason, 

therefore, why a set should be left on file. The extension of 

the theory that such documents as these were personal was 

easy of application. There was to the Royal Governors no 

such thing as a continuous Colonial Government. The rela 

tion of the governors was temporary and their official connec 

tion was with the privy council. Their relations to the local 

government of which they were the executive officers were 

much the same as those which exist between a general in the 

field and his army. 
The greater part of the collection of papers in question is 

made up of Trumbull's official correspondence as Governor of 

Connecticut and of documents received or issued by him in 

that capacity. Today, no doubt would exist in the mind of 

the Governor of any state that all the documents and most 

of the correspondence of this character would constitute a 

part of the official files which should be left in the custody of 

the state. In Governor Trumbull's day, this question of owner 

ship was not clearly settled, and this fact must be borne in 

mind when considering the retention by him of the great mass 

of papers relating to the events just prior to, and during the 

Revolution, with which he as Governor of Connecticut was 

brought in contact. 

The perusal of these papers brought forcibly before me the 

perplexities in which the colonial office holders of that day 
were involved through their resistance to the authority of 

Great Britain. Some of these perplexities are treated in 

detail and with force by writers of general history; others are 

alluded to but not dwelt upon; others again are passed by 
with perhaps mere mention, and one curious illustration of the 

times ? the imposing by the colonies of embargoes against 
the export of their products 

? is generally neglected by his 

torians whose works comprehend the story of the whole coun 
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try, and is rarely referred to even by those whose field is of a 

more local and topical character. 

I have thought that the grouping together of the difficulties 

and perplexities with which men, situated as Governor Trum 

bull then was, were compelled to grapple, even though it 

involves the rehearsal of a number of points necessarily 
familiar to all readers of history, would nevertheless show that 

this topic has some interest independent of and in addition 

to the treatment it has received from our historians. 

It is seldom the case that a rebellion against constituted 

authority starts off with a full fledged government as was the 

case with the southern states in the recent War of Secession. 

So far were our forefathers in the early days of the Revolution 

from having reached the point of acknowledging that inde 

pendence from the then rule of constituted authority was their 

intent, that they had actually maintained an army in the 

field for upwards of a year before they declared that inde 

pendence was the purpose of their resistance; and so far was 

this result outside their intention when they actually began 

hostilities, that they had repeatedly asserted prior to their 

making a declaration of their independence that nothing was 

further from their purpose. When they did so the governors 
of the several colonies were brought face to face with their 

first great perplexity. Here were thirteen colonies in arms 

against the mother country, with no. other form of co-oper 
ative government than a sort of convention, known as the 

Continental Congress, admission to which and representa 
tion in which were governed by no rules; which had no 

powers of any sort whatever delegated to it; which could pass 
acts but could not enforce them; which had not even the 

semblance of a national power, and which was nevertheless 

compelled to take steps of the utmost importance to the wel 

fare of the several colonies. The acquiescence of the colonies 

and the co-operation of their governors were essential, if any 
results were to come from the steps taken by the Continental 

Congress. During this chaotic condition of affairs, it is easy 
to see that the executive officers of the several revolting 
colonies must constantly have been forced to assume respon 
sibilities which bore heavily on their shoulders. The adoption 
in Congress of the Articles of Confederation in November, 
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1777, gave to the movement a national character, but in 

other respects did not materially alter previous conditions. 

Thereafter there was a nominal government, but its sole 

claim to power rested upon the good will of the separate 
states. 

In most of the colonies a serious cause for perplexity was to 

be found in the changes which were necessary to adapt the 

government to the altered condition of affairs. In some of 

them this change produced scarcely a ripple upon the surface 

of politics. Connecticut and Rhode Island had always been 
so governed that there was no occasion for other movement on 

their part than to signify their abandonment of their former 

allegiance. With the exception of customs officers there were 

no British officials within the boundaries of Connecticut, and 

there was not the slightest disturbance in the performance 
of the functions of the several departments of the state. 

Rhode Island did not find it essential to convert lier charter 

into a constitution for more than half a century. The Prov 

inces, however, which were under royal Governors, were com 

pelled to improvise provisional governments and, for a time 
at least, it must have been a serious question how far the people 
would acquiesce in the attempts of the opponents to British 

Rule to exercise this power. The formidable minority, or 

perhaps majority 
? 

respect for whose feelings held back the 
Declaration of Independence so long 

? were evidently a 

source of anxiety to leaders in the movement of resistance 
to royal authority and must have caused them many hours of 

doubt and trepidation. 
Another serious cause for trouble was the currency. There 

never had been an adequate amount of money in circulation 
in the colonies. The lack of a circulating medium had been 

supplemented in the early days by barter, by temporary sub 

terfuges of one sort and another, and by various emissions of 

paper money. Prior to the separation there was no well de 

fined unit of money in circulation. Any coined money was 

current. Subscriptions to a medal fund in Harvard College, 
started in 1766, were made payable in guineas, pounds and 

shillings, dollars and Johannes. The accounts of the college 
about 1781 show the following headings: Paper Currency, 
Continental Loan Certificates, Bills on France, Difference of 
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Exchange, Depreciation Notes, Bills of New Emission, Bills 

of Old Emission. 

It took six New England shillings to make a dollar. In 

New York eight, and in Pennsylvania seven and one-half were 

required. After the breaking out of hostilities, the several 

states soon found that the people did not have money enough 
with which to pay their taxes. The levying of taxes in kind 

carried with it the necessity for the state to become to some 

extent a mercantile house. With troops in the field and men 

employed constructing military defences and building vessels 

for the new navy, currency of some sort was required. 
Hence the issues of state notes which had the credit of the 

state behind them, and the emission of notes by the Continen 

tal Congress which had behind them the credit of the Confed 

eration. This latter was founded upon two things 
? 

first, 
the possibility of the success of the Confederation in the war, 
and second, the approval and adoption of the acts of the Con 

federation by the several states of which it was composed. 
The history of the various experiments in currency made by 

the states and the Confederation, the stories told of the utter 

confusion into which the money affairs of the country were 

thrown and the accounts narrated of the calamities which re 

sulted from the flood of paper money which was poured out 

upon the community are familiar to all. I fear, however, 
that we have never given credit to the state authorities for 

the hours of worry and trouble which these difficulties must 

have caused them. The credit of the states was ultimately 

swamped in the flood of currency which poured forth from the 

gates of the central mill. The emission of paper money by 
the Confederation was but an incident in the methods adopted 
to raise funds. The attempt to do so by requisition or as 

sessments on the states raised another issue which it was diffi 
cult to solve. It was the same question that was involved in 
the attempt to define a principle upon which the emissions 
of the Confederation should ultimately be redeemed. Should 

the basis be property or population? If the latter, should 

slaves be counted? Herein were involved questions fertile for 

disagreement and little capable of harmonious adjustment. 
The calls for soldiers and the attempts to bring all troops 

in service under control of the central government were the 
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cause of conflicting claims and serious disagreements. Should 

allotments be founded upon the capacity of the state to main 

tain troops in the field, or should they be based on population? 
Should service in the militia of the state count in relief of the 

requisitions of the general government? Should calls for ser 

vice for short terms under great emergencies be considered as 

contributions to the Continental army? 
Wherever the seat of war happened to be the demands upon 

the people of the vicinity were necessarily in excess of the 

regular calls for troops. Such was the case of Massachu 

setts during the siege of Boston. Twice during the war Rhode 

Island was called upon to put every man she could spare in 

the field: first when Sullivan attempted the capture of Newport, 
and second when Rochambeau's fleet was threatened while 

lying there. 

After the occupation of New York, Connecticut was com 

pelled to keep a small corps of observation at Greenwich. 

This body of troops was constantly maintained during the 

remainder of the war, and the maintenance of the force was an 

absolute necessity, if any attempt was to be made to pre 
serve the crops of western Connecticut from the marauders 

who prowled over the country in the vicinity of New York in 

search of supplies for the British army of occupation. In 

addition Connecticut contributed vessels and sailors to the 

marine service and maintained a great part of the time a boat 

patrol by night in the Sound. Similar services were rendered 

by other states. For instance, whenever the communications 
on the Hudson were threatened all the neighboring states were 

forced to throw militia into West Point. The presentation of 

claims for such services and their adjustment in the appor 
tionment of the quotas of troops levied upon the several states 

raised questions of great importance, the settlement of which 

demanded the utmost delicacy of treatment. 

The exchange of prisoners bristled with conflicting points 
which caused dissension of opinion, not to say quarrelling. 
The prisoners were of all grades. There were citizens arrested 

on both sides because they had made themselves obnoxious 

to the powers in control. There were marine prisoners captured 
at sea or under arms in boats. There were regular soldiers cap 
tured in the field, and there were militia men who had fallen 
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into the hands of the enemy. Local authorities were anxious 

to negotiate for the release of their friends. Pressure from 

the fellow citizens of men who were suffering by being pent 

up on board prison ships in New York harbor was brought to 

bear upon state authorities to secure intervention. Marine 

prisoners demanded exchange irrespective of the claims of 

soldiers. Washington as the head of the army insisted upon 
his right to control the whole question as a part of his policy 
of campaign. The importance of this power to him was ob 

vious. The large number of prisoners that he had under con 

trol after the battle at Saratoga made his views upon the sub 

ject of the utmost importance to the British. It was of little 

consequence whether the American authorities were justi 
fied in avoiding the terms of Gates' agreement or not. They 
claimed the right to do so and so long as they did not carry out 

the terms, they had the prisoners on hand. The exercise of 

the power which Congress or Washington thus held produced 
heart burning and discontent, and the avoidance of open quar 

relling was only gained by the suppression of personal feeling 
and the recognition of the great issues at stake. During the 

recent war with the South, where the issues were not nearly as 

complicated, similar feelings were aroused, and I presume doubts 

exist today whether the neglect to exchange prisoners when 
ever opportunity occurred, may not be charged upon our 

government as a grave crime. Where the apparent right to 

insist upon an exchange existed 
? as in the inchoate state of 

affairs during the Revolution it did naturally seem to exist in 

the hands of the executive of the state?the amount of moral 

courage required on the part of the governor to resist the 

claims of his fellow citizens that he should urge the release 

of their friends, and by thus resisting sustain Washington in 

his claims that all exchanges should be placed upon a syste 
matic basis and governed by a general policy was very great. 

There was much discussion between the governors of colo 

nies which adjoined each other arising from the custom of 

raiding the premises of obnoxious citizens on the ground 
that they were hostile to the government. Advantage was 

undoubtedly taken of this state of political feeling to organ 
ize expeditions which were merely stealing raids. These 

were justified on the ground of politics. There is consider 
18 
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able correspondence on points of this nature between Con 

necticut and New York, caused by the peculiar situation of 

the territory which came under the nominal control of the 

latter state. The occupancy of the city of New York and the 

western end of Long Island by the British forces left the 

greater part of Long Island cut off from the state to which it 

nominally belonged. From time to time the British sent out 

expeditions to the eastern end of the Island, but during the 

greater part of the time it was entirely free from British troops. 
It was easily accessible from Connecticut, and expeditions 
from the American forces were occasionally sent over to secure 

supplies from those suspected of being Loyalists. In addition 

to these regularly instituted expeditions, marauding nocturnal 

boat raids were frequently made, the purpose of which, under 

pretence of patriotism, was robbery. The determination of 

these questions called for great discretion and forbearance on 

the part of those who were carrying on the discussion. 

The lack of appreciation of the community of interest 

among the individual states led to acts on the part of several 

of the states which though merely protective in purpose were 

practically hostile in their nature. Of these the most impor 
tant was the enactment of embargoes upon the export of every 

particular article which the authorities thought the state itself 

might need. 

When hostilities broke out Connecticut was in a condition 

of great prosperity. She was mainly an agricultural state, but 

she had some commerce through New London and New Haven, 
and she had a few manufactures. She was abundantly sup 

plied with horses, cattle and farm produce. The first hostili 

ties produced no effect upon her except that the disturbance 

in the vocations of the citizens of the neighboring states began 
to drain off her surplus produce. The transition from a visible 

surplus to an impending scarcity led the leaders of public 

opinion in Connecticut to the conclusion that some steps 
were necessary to protect the state from the condition of affairs 

which might result from unfettered trade. On the one hand 

they might await the check to the outward movement of sup 

plies which would arise from the increase of prices, the in 

evitable result from the demand of the open market. On the 

other they might endeavor to maintain things as nearly as pos 
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sible at their present stand by preventing all export of sup 

plies. The latter seemed to the law makers in Connecticut 

the simplest and best solution of the question. They placed 
an absolute embargo upon exports from the state. To this 

the following exception was made. In cases where, after due 

examination of the circumstances, it should seem desirable 

that a special permit for export should issue, the Governor 

was authorized to act. 

No great time elapsed before the Governor was called upon 
to exercise his discretion under the powers thus conferred upon 
him. The residents on the banks of the Hudson and in the 

valley of the Mohawk, cut off from the sea by the British occu 

pation of the city of New York, had become practically depend 
ent upon the port of New Haven for their West India goods. 

The salt wells of Syracuse were not then in existence and the 

interior counties of the state of New York were forced by this 

division of her territory to rely upon the Sound coast for 

the salt with which to season their food. By the terms of the 

embargo the New York farmer could not get a jug of molasses 
nor a pound of salt from Connecticut, and as the natural and 

unavoidable source of supplies for the upper Hudson was west 
ern Connecticut, the whole region was thus temporarily cut off 

from salt and sugar. 
Rhode Island and southeastern Massachusetts, during the 

term when the troops were congregated on the eastern Narra 

gansett shore with a view to attack the British then in pos 
session of Newport, had been stripped of their last resources. 

From that time forward during the rest of the war the people 
of this whole region had a severe struggle for existence. From 

time to time the strenuous nature of the situation compelled 

application to Connecticut for supplies, and the urgency of 
these calls for aid was especially strong during and after the 

second concentration of troops at the time when Rocham 

beau was at Newport. 
The method pursued by these applicants for permission to 

purchase supplies within the limits of Connecticut was simple. 
A petition was laid before the Governor setting before him the 

urgency of the situation and specifying the extent of the pur 
chases required to relieve it. Upon the information thus set 

before him the Governor granted or refused the requisite per 
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mission. Why Rhode Island was dependent upon Connecti 

cut was obvious. The same causes that had depleted her had 

also stripped the country contiguous to her boundaries on the 

north and east. She had literally no other accessible source 

of supplies. The towns on Cape Cod were not quite so de 

pendent, but the difficulties of overland transportation and the 

facility with which they could send a schooner to New London 
or some other port on the Sound determined this question 
for them. 

Of course the states adjoining Connecticut could not stand 

patiently by and see this dog-in-the-manger policy carried out 

without making some exertion in their own behalf. Embar 

goes were imposed by New York, Rhode Island, Massachu 

setts and New Hampshire. These evidently were prompted 
as measures of retaliation or protection against Connecticut. 

One curious result follows. In 1780 the French fleet and trans 

ports arrived on our coast. They came with a chest full of 

gold prepared to purchase supplies and to pay for them with 

coin. The agent of the fleet sent to Connecticut ordering 
beef here and flour there, preparing thus for the sustenance of 

the men who had come to aid our cause with arms in their 

hands. To his surprise he found that there was not a mer 

chant in Connecticut who dared to sell him a quarter of beef 

or a barrel of flour. The French fleet might have the scurvy 
and the soldiers might go hungry, but Connecticut would not 

export supplies. Of course the exigency of the situation de 

manded a relaxation of the rule and affairs were easily accom 

modated, but it is difficult to conceive what Rochambeau's 

notions of American political economy and American states 

manship must have been when told that the navy which had 

come to fight our battles with Lord Howe and the army which 

had come to aid in the capture of Cornwallis could not buy in 

open market the fresh bread and fresh meat of which they 
were in need. For these supplies they stood ready to pay in 

good French gold. They asked no credit, although they might 

perhaps have expected supplies to be furnished while in our 

service, but until Governor Trumbull's permit could be ob 

tained this anomalous condition of affairs prevailed. 
These constitute the more conspicuous of the curious diffi 

culties which beset the path of the statesmen of r?volu 
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tionary times who participated in the administration of affairs. 

It will be observed that they include many questions which 

are still sources of contention, and in a general way it may be 

said that the example set us by our forefathers should be 

avoided. 

If it be remembered that the decision of such points, as a rule, 
fell personally upon the governor for the time being, and fur 

ther that such decisions were in addition to the settlement of 

the various questions which under ordinary circumstances 

would necessarily be submitted to one holding gubernatorial 

office, and if to this we add that the incumbent had at the same 

time incurred the danger and the responsibility of taking 
service under a government which was in actual rebellion 

against the crown of Great Britain, it will be realized that 

the office of Governor was not at that time to be aspired to 

by those who sought to avoid trouble.1 

Mr. Stanwood submitted for publication a paper on 

Trade Reciprocity with Canada. 

If ever the time shall come, foretold by the prophet, when 

nation shall not lift up sword against nation, the men of that 

generation will wonder that for a period which has not yet come 

to an end two peoples in such close neighborhood as those of 

the United States and Canada looked with anything short 

of abhorrence upon artificial obstacles preventing their union. 

Sprung from the same stock, speaking the same language, 

having the same habits and modes of life, living so near to 

gether that nearly one half of each nation was within a day's 

railway journey from the territory of the other, tied together 

by those railways at a score of points, differing from each other 

solely in the matter of political institutions and political re 

lations, they nevertheless have stood and still stand in an 

attitude of semi-hostility toward each other, politically and 

commercially. But the millennium has not begun and human 

nature has not changed since the children of Israel warred with 

the Amorites and the Hittites. 

So we must take things as they are. We must concede that 

1 A selection of letters from the Trumbull Papers form four volumes of the 

Society's publications, 5 Collections, ix, x, and 7 Collections, n, m. 
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nations regard themselves as entities, that they hold their 

interests as against other nations to be of paramount impor 
tance in their international relations, and that altruism in 

such relations is unpatriotic and inexcusable. It is that view 

that has kept Canada and the United States apart. Politi 

cally they are separate. On the one hand Canada is attached 

to the British connection; it dislikes American political forms 

and prefers its own; perhaps it fears a diminution of importance 
if it were to become a fraction of a nation much more numerous 

than itself. The United States has, in time past, wished many 
times for a union with its northern neighbor. No one knows 

whether it wishes the same thing today, for such a union would 

burden it with new difficulties ? of a religio-political nature, 
to specify no other 

? when it already has difficulties enough 
of its own. 

Commercially, also, they are separate. Each has erected 
on the frontier a tariff wall, not primarily in a hostile spirit, 
but with a view to self-protection. But in effect the two walls 

do impede trade between the two countries. Canada, again not 

in a spirit of hostility toward its neighbor, but in a spirit of 

friendliness to the Empire of which it is a part, has lowered its 

wall on the side toward the ocean to facilitate trade with the 

mother country. But for a very long time past there have been 

efforts, one only of which was effectual, without being mutually 

beneficial, to introduce a system of less restricted commerce 

between the two countries. Although all the facts are acces 

sible, and although the agitation of the movement lies entirely 
within the memory of men still living, the history of those 

efforts has not been carefully studied. Politicians on both 

sides of the boundary line have rested specious arguments on 

isolated facts, and their statements and conclusions have 

been accepted without question. In fact the inability of poli 
ticians intent upon sustaining a preconceived theory to attach 

any weight to facts which are contrary to their theory, the 

failure of indolent historians to seek for truth at the original 

sources, and the tendency of men generally to accept as proved 
what 

" 
has been asserted and never denied," account for many 

of the current perversions of history. 
The circumstances that during the last half century and more 

Canada has frequently showed an earnest wish for reciprocity 
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with this country, that there has been little response to that 

wish but a great deal of indifference on the subject in the United 

States, and that Canadians have contributed almost all the 

literature on the subject that has been produced, either as 

history or as argument, are a sufficient explanation of the fact 

that the generally prevailing popular view of the matter in 

this country is that presented by those Canadians. So far as 

the history of the Treaty of 1854 is concerned, probably few 

Americans would be prepared to dispute offhand the following 

statements, made by the Hon. John Charlton in the Canadian 

House of Commons in 1903: 

The operation of the treaty during all the period it was in force 
was to the advantage of the United States. . . . No reason was given 
for the abrogation of the treaty, which was really to the advantage 
of both countries, and would have been more advantageous as the 

years went by. The abrogation was an act of folly on the part of 
the United States and an act of unfriendliness as well, and the policy 
pursued since that time, and up to a recent period has been one dic 

tated, in my opinion, by the belief that the inflicting upon us of a 

repressive policy would drive us into the arms of the republic. 

Here we have it stated that (1) the treaty was advanta 

geous to this country; (2) that therefore it was an act of folly 
to abrogate it; (3) that no reason was given for the abroga 

tion, but that the real motive was unfriendliness to Canada; 

(4) and finally, that the persistent refusal of reciprocity by the 

United States since that time and the policy of the government 

generally have been dictated by a purpose to drive the people 
of the Dominion to seek annexation to the republic. The last 

of these statements cannot be contradicted by any documen 

tary evidence; but every American who cares to think of the 

matter knows that there is absolutely nothing in it. 

Mr. Charlton certainly did not intend to misrepresent the 

facts. He is as honorable a gentleman as any member of the 

Canadian parliament; he was for years one of the most earnest 

advocates with voice and pen of real reciprocity with this 

country. But if he had studied the evidence that was open 
to him he would have discovered that Americans did not think 

the treaty advantageous; that although in the official notice 

to Great Britain no reason was given for abrogating it, an 
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abundance of reasons can be found in the Congressional de 

bates; and that if any question of international unfriendliness 

entered into the decision, it was Canada's unfriendliness to 

the United States, and not our unfriendliness to her, that had 

influence on the minds of congressmen, 
? as it did, to a certain 

extent. 

The situation which led to the conclusion of the Treaty of 

1854 is an interesting study, but it can here be described in 

only the barest outline. What is now the Dominion of Canada 

then consisted of a group of colonies, wholly independent of 
one another. Canada East and Canada West, or Upper and 

Lower Canada, had been united in 1840, but New Brunswick, 
Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland were 

separate colonies, each having its own government. The re 

peal of the corn laws by Sir Robert Peel, and the discontinu 

ance of the favors to colonial produce, were measures hurt 

ful to the trade of Canada, and as early as 1849 efforts were 

put forth by Canadian authorities to obtain from the United 

States concessions in favor of colonial products in return for 

similar favors to American goods seeking a Canadian market. 

Mr. Clayton, then Secretary of State, regarded such a measure 

as unconstitutional, and nothing at that time came of the 

proposition. But after the administration of Mr. Pierce be 

gan various circumstances and a variety of considerations con 

spired to render the idea acceptable, at the same time that the 

new administration did not share in the doubt as to the power 
of the government to make the agreement proposed. There 

was the old fishery dispute with Great Britain arising out of the 

true interpretation of the Convention of 1818, under which, 
even on the American interpretation the rights of our fisher 

men were less than under the original Treaty of 1783. The 

colonies were able to use the need of an understanding on this 

subject to further their plans for an agreement on the com 

merce between the republic and the colonies; and they refused 

to consider it, or rather Great Britain in their behalf refused 

to consider it, unless as a part of a convention on the other 

matter. 

It is impossible to be sure how much truth there was in the 

statements freely made in Congress at the time the abrogation 
of the treaty was under discussion, as to the methods by which 
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the Americans were persuaded to agree to the arrangement 
that was made. No doubt the interests cf New England were 

conciliated by the prospect of a settlement of the fishery 

rights. But it was said1 that a skilful lobby was brought 
from Canada with arguments addressed to the different 

sections of the country. It was represented, so the story 

goes, to the public men of the north that Canada wras 

greatly dissatisfied with the treatment it had received from 

England, 
? the withdrawal of the favors previously granted to 

colonial products, and that a trade agreement bringing the 

colony and the United States into close commercial relations, 
would quickly lead to a demand on the part of the people of 

Canada for annexation to the United States, 
? an acquisition 

which was then deemed desirable as offsetting the increase of 

slave territory in the south. On the other hand it was urged 

upon southerners that the Canadians were all ready to seek 

annexation, and that the trade agreement and nothing else 

would avert what to them would mean a loss of political power. 
The people of the northwest at the same time were reminded 

that the transportation facilities for their agricultural produce 
were inadequate and were not increasing so fast as their crops, 
and that the proposition to this country included the free use 

of the St. Lawrence river, and equal terms on the Canadian 

canals. 

The story sounds plausible, but it is not necessary to believe 

it. There is reason to hold that the treaty would have been ac 

ceptable, at the time it was made, had none of these induce 

ments been held out, or at least none but the settlement of the 

fishery dispute, which was universally regarded as a trouble 

some matter. For in the middle of the decade 1850-60 the 

sentiment in favor of protection by tariff duties as a political 
measure was practically extinct. In 1856 the Democrats 

declared in their national platform that the time had come for 

the United States to pronounce in favor of "progressive free 

trade throughout the world," but the tariff was not men 

tioned in the platform of any other party. It may fairly be 

presumed that the employment of means to lubricate the 

passage of the measure was unnecessary, and that the treaty 
1 

By the Hon. Portus Baxter of Vermont, in the debate in the House of Rep 
resentatives on the resolution directing the abrogation of the treaty. 

19 
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would have been ratified and the act for carrying it into 

effect would have been passed, in any event. 

The Treaty was negotiated between the Hon. William L. 

Marcy, Secretary of State, and the Earl of Elgin, Governor 

General of all the British North American Possessions, act 

ing as the plenipotentiary of the British government; was 

signed by them on June 5, 1854; was ratified by the Senate, 

September 9, and proclaimed on the nth. It was to become 

effective when the legislation necessary for carrying it into 

effect should have been passed by Congress, by the imperial 
Parliament of Great Britain and by the provincial legisla 
tures of Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince 

Edward Island. It was accepted by all those legislatures. 
The act of Congress approving it was signed by President 
Franklin Pierce on August 4, 1854, and by a subsequent act, 

approved March 3, 1855, all but one of the provinces having 

accepted the agreement, a refund was authorized of all duties 

collected on goods made free by the treaty, imported since 

September n, 1854, the date of the proclamation of the treaty. 
That date, although the treaty then went into effect for all 

practical purposes, is not the official date, for it went into final 

effect officially on March 16, 1855. 
The treaty conceded to the United States and the British 

provinces each, the privilege of the inshore fishery on the coast 

of the other, together with the right to land and cure fish. 
It granted to the citizens of the United States the right to 

the navigation of the river St. Lawrence, and the use of the 

Canadian canals on the same terms as to Canadians, and to 

Canadians the right to the navigation of Lake Michigan. 
Provision was also made for the free entry of lumber cut on 

the Une of the upper St. John River, on the border between 

Maine and New Brunswick. 

The part of the treaty which afterward became the sub 

ject of controversy, and which was supposed to embody the 

principle of reciprocity, was the third article. By its pro 
visions certain specified natural products crossed the frontier 

in either direction, free of duty. The list of products was as 

follows: 

Grain, flour and breadstuffs of all kinds; animals of all kinds; 
fresh, smoked and salted meats; cotton-wool; seeds and vegetables; 
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undried fruits; dried fruits; fish of all kinds; products of fish and all 
other creatures living in the water; poultry; eggs, hides, furs, skins 
or tails undressed; stone or marble in its crude or unwrought state; 
slate; butter, cheese, tallow; lard; horns; manures; ores of metals of 
all kinds; coal; pitch, tar/turpentine; ashes; timber and lumber of 
all kinds round, hewed and sawed, unmanufactured in whole or in 

part; firewood, plants, shrubs and trees; pelts; wool; fish-oil; rice; 
broom-corn and bark; gypsum, ground or unground; hewn or 

wrought, or unwrought burr or grindstones; dyestuffs; flax, hemp 
and tow, unmanufactured; unmanufactured tobacco; rags. 

One can easily understand that, on free trade principles, 
such an arrangement would be regarded as highly advantageous 
to both the parties to the agreement. But if we study the 

particular circumstances of the people most affected by it, 
it is quite as easy to see why it should have been regarded as 

highly disadvantageous by those on the American side of the 

line. Farming was the occupation of almost the entire popu 
lation of Vermont, New York ? the northern part of the State 

? 
Ohio, Indiana and Michigan. Further west than the longi 

tude of Michigan, Canada was an unsettled wilderness. The 

treaty admitted duty free into the fringe of northern states the 

farm produce and lumber of which Canada had an excess, 

offering in return the comparatively worthless access to the 

Canadian markets for the same articles. So far as the schedule 

of free goods specified products which were exportable by only 
one of the parties it was also valueless in that particular, for 

the provinces would not in any event levy duty on raw cotton, 
and the United States would have no fear of competition with 

other countries for the Canadian supply of tobacco. So far 
as the concession to the fishermen of the Atlantic coast was 

concerned, it was offset more or less ? 
many of them thought 

more ? 
by the free admission of Canadian-caught fish. 

It should be said at once that there was at no time, in any 

part of the United States, or among American farmers, fisher 

men, manufacturers or tradesmen, dissatisfaction with the 

working of the treaty so far as it concerned trade with the 

Maritime Provinces; for those Provinces did not produce a 

superfluity of breadstuffs, of poultry and eggs, of meats, nor in 

fact of any important classes of articles covered by the agree 

ment; and they were good customers of the states. Whereas 
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under the treaty the exports to Canada proper declined and 
the imports increased, the reverse was the case with the 

Maritime Provinces as to the movement of trade in both 

directions. 

With respect to Canada there was great dissatisfaction with 

the operation of the measure from the beginning, all along the 

border. As early as 1859 memorials and remonstrances were 

sent to Congress from the communities most affected, and the 

legislatures of Maine, Vermont, Ohio, and possibly other 

states passed resolutions condemning the treaty. But as 

the agreement was to remain in force for ten years, and for 
one year thereafter, notice given by either party of the termina 

tion of the treaty, which notice could not] be given until the 

full ten years had expired, it was useless to pay any attention 

to such representations. The earliest date on which the agree 
ment could be terminated was March 16, 1865. An earnest 

effort to take the first opportunity to abrogate it was begun in 

1862. On February 5 of that year the Committee on Commerce 

of the House of Representatives of the 37th Congress made 
an elaborate report on the working of the treaty. The report 
was written by Mr. Elijah Ward of New York, and was based 

upon resolutions of the legislature of that state. 

The resolutions characterized the treaty as a measure under 

which "nearly all the articles which Canada has to sell are 

admitted into the United States free of duty, while heavy 
duties are now imposed upon many of those articles which the 

United States have to sell with the intention of excluding the 

United States from the Canadian markets, as avowed by the 

Minister of Finance and other gentlemen holding high official 

positions in Canada; and similar legislation with the same offi 

cial avowal has been adopted by the imposition of discriminat 

ing tolls and duties in favor of an isolating and exclusive policy 

against our merchants and forwarders, meant and intending to 

destroy the natural effects of the treaty, and contrary to its 

spirit." The resolutions did not ask for the abrogation of 

the treaty, but for the appointment of commissioners to secure 

such modifications of the agreement as would render it ? in 

the words of the treaty 
? " 

reciprocally beneficial and satis 

factory.' 
' 

It may be remarked here that in all the debates and 

parliamentary manoeuvring that culminated in the sending of 
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the notice of abrogation to Great Britain, the contest was 

between those who wished for immediate and unconditional 

abrogation and those who endeavored to procure the appoint 
ment of commissioners in the hope that a more satisfactory 

arrangement might be made before adopting the more extreme 

measure. In all those debates there was not a single expression 
on the part of any senator or member to the effect that the 

existing arrangement was satisfactory. 
It is now necessary to see what was meant by the New York 

legislature in its complaint of heavy duties imposed for the 

purpose of hampering American trade, and the imposition 
of discriminating tolls on the canals that were to be open on 

equal terms to Americans and Canadians. There is no doubt 
that the manufacturers of New England hoped, and probably 
expected, that the freer commercial relations with respect to 

natural products would conduce to a situation that would 

enable them to sell many more of their goods to Canada. 

The tendency would certainly be in that direction if no im 

pediments were placed in their way. Such impediments 
were placed there. The duties imposed by Canada were raised 

in every one of the four years following the making of the 

treaty. Mr. Ward, himself a strong supporter of the move 

ment to secure a modification of the agreement, rather than 

its discontinuance ? a position which he maintained to the 

end ? 
showed that in 1859 the duties on boots and shoes, 

on saddlery and wearing apparel, had been doubled, and the 

duties on cotton goods, woollens, leather, hats, furniture, 

glass, agricultural implements, carriages, hardware, and a 

great variety of other articles, nearly all, in fact, which the 

United States had been selling to Canada, had been increased 
more than one half. Mr. Gait, the Canadian Minister of 

Finance, admitting in Parliament that the measure was an 

injury to American trade, said that it was "no subject of regret 
to the Canadian government." 

An increase of duties if applied to the products of all coun 

tries might not have any other or worse effect than to restrict 

the purchases of Canada, or to make them pay higher prices 
for the imported goods they consumed. That would not 

constitute a grievance of which the United States could com 

plain. And the government of Canada had a perfectly sound 
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reason for increasing duties. It had entered upon a policy of 

development, the chief feature of which was the encourage 
ment by subsidy to the Grand Trunk Railway, which gave 
Montreal and Quebec an outlet to the sea at Portland, Maine. 

The new policy necessitated a larger revenue, and of course 

the Canadian government was quite within its rights in deciding 
to obtain the increase by heavier import duties. But the 

change was coupled with other measures that made it highly 

objectionable in the view of Americans. The system of levy 

ing duties was changed from specific to ad valorem, and it 
was provided that the appraisal on which goods should be 

assessed for duties should be at the value at the place of pur 
chase. That meant that sugar, tea, and other commodities 

which Canada had been accustomed to buy in Boston and 

New York were to be appraised not at their value in the country 
of production, but in the American market. It was intended 

to cut off, and did cut off, the re-export trade of the United 

States; for if the tea or sugar were purchased in the country 
of origin and imported direct, the valuation and the duty 

would be lower. Mr^Galt, in defending this provision, said 

frankly that it was intended to benefit the shipping interests of 

Great Britain. That, again, was justifiable as a measure of 

loyalty, but was hardly in the spirit of the professed desire for 

closer commercial relations with the United States. More 

over, it was provided that the Governor-General of Canada 

might, by a departmental order, discriminate in favor of par 
ticular routes through this country, which signified unusual 

facilities not required by any treaty for traffic by way of the 

Grand Trunk; and the order was issued. 

That was not all. In order to divert trade altogether from 

the United States an act was passed in i860 providing that if 

vessels that had passed through the Weiland Canal, and had 

paid the usual tolls, should thereafter enter any Canadian port 
or the St. Lawrence River, nine-tenths of the tolls paid should 

be refunded. It was, in effect, a nullification of that part 
of the treaty which stipulated that the canal should be open 
to the use of the citizens of both countries on equal terms; 
for it gave a direct pecuniary advantage to Canadian trade, 
and discriminated against Americans. This last measure 

was not at all popular in the western part of Canada, which re 
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sented the attempts to stop the exportation of its produce to 

the United States and to force it to Montreal, Quebec and the 

St. Lawrence. The report of the Committee on Commerce 

of the 57th Congress quotes the following from a petition by a 

board of trade in Canada West (now Ontario), which is referred 

to as an "example" of those adopted by the chief cities of the 

province:1 

Your petitioners are of opinion that so uncalled-for and unwise a 

scheme is calculated to affect the existing pleasant commercial re 

lationship between Canada and the United States in the working 
of the reciprocity treaty, the great advantage of which to this prov 
ince is well known to your honorable house, inasmuch as the pro 

posed policy of the inspector-general practically shuts the door to 
the admission into Canada of the leading articles of commerce 

hitherto purchased in the great markets of the United States, and 

forcing Upper Canada to import via the St. Lawrence, or otherwise 

pay an enormous increase of duty. 

It has been so industriously circulated by Canadians and 

others who are interested in representing that the treaty 
worked advantageously to this country, that the abroga 
tion of the agreement was due to spite at the attitude of 

Canadians toward the United States during the Civil War, 
that the truth of the matter is almost unknown. As a matter 

of fact dissatisfaction with it existed from the beginning. In 

1859 the Treasury Department commissioned the Hon. Israel 

T. Hatch and Mr. James W. Taylor to examine the working 
of the revenue laws and the reciprocity treaty on the Canadian 

frontier. Mr. Buchanan was President, the entire administra 

tion was Democratic, and the Secretary of the Treasury who 

directed the inquiry to be made was Howell Cobb, of Georgia. 
Mr. Hatch had been a member of Congress from New York, 

1857-59, and on his retirement was appointed postmaster 
at Buffalo. Mr. Taylor was a citizen of Minnesota. They 
did not act in concert and made separate reports. The reso 

lution calling for them was passed by the House of Represent 
atives on March 26, i860, and they were sent to the House on 

June 16.2 A consideration of the dates shows that Mr. Taylor's 

report was not made until some time after the request for its 

submission was made, for it was dated May 2. Mr. Hatch's 
1 
Report, No. 22, 20. 2 Ex. Doc. No. 96, 36th Cong, ist Sess. 
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report was dated March 26, two days after the House resolu 

tion was passed. 

Mr. Hatch's report is based, according to his own state 

ment, upon visits to the principal points of intercourse between 

the two countries, and interviews and correspondence with 

leading individuals whose interests were affected by the 

Treaty. It covers nearly fifty document pages, and discusses 

the operation of the treaty in all its bearings. Too much stress 

is undoubtedly laid upon the loss of revenue, which was cer 

tainly foreseen when the treaty was negotiated, but Mr. Hatch 

has no difficulty in showing that the working of the agreement 
was one-sided. In 1855 the importation of free goods from 

Canada was valued at $6,876,496; of dutiable goods, $5,305, 
818. In 1859 the value of free goods imported was $13,703, 

748; of dutiable, $504,969. Thus the total trade had increased 

about two million dollars; but whereas the amount of mer 

chandise which Canada had been enabled to sell here free of 

duty had more than doubled, that upon which duty was levied 

had fallen off more than nine-tenths. On the other hand, Can 

ada's imports of dutiable goods from the United States in 

1855 were valued at $11,449,472; of free goods, $9,379,204. 
In 1858, of dutiable goods, $8,473,607; of free goods, $7,161, 

958. Thus the American export trade had fallen off five and 
a half million dollars, and more than half the decrease was in 

dutiable goods. Mr. Hatch seems to have had no figures of 

the export movement for 1859. But Mr. Ward's report shows 

that whereas the Canadian exports of articles free under the 

treaty increased from $16,476,093 in 1855 to $20,365,829 in 

i860, the exports of such merchandise from the United States 

to Canada decreased from $7,725,761 in 1855 to $7,069,689 
in i860. So that the treaty did not increase the movement 

northward of the goods included in the treaty, and the de 

crease was accompanied by a decline also in the trade in articles 

outside the treaty. It may be added that the movement 

continued to the time when the treaty was terminated. Mr. 

Ward's second report, made in 1864, states that the value of 

our manufactures exported to Canada in 1856 was nearly 

eight million dollars. That is probably an exaggeration, but 

the itemized statement for 1858-9,1 shows that the exports of 
1 
Report No. 39, 38th Cong, ist Sess. 5. 
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such goods were valued at $4,185,516; and that in 1862-3 
the value of the same articles was only $1,510,802. The United 

states exported to Canada in the year 1854-5, before the 

treaty was negotiated, cotton and iron manufactures to a greater 
value than that of all manufactures in 1862-3. However 

extravagant, or however modest may have been the hopes 
and expectations of Americans as to the increase of trade that 

would come to them from the opening of the Canadian market, 
it is evident that none of them were realized. Canada took a 

smaller amount of the goods made free by the treaty, and the 

trade in manufactured articles was reduced to practically 

nothing. 
Notice should be taken of Mr. Taylor's dissenting report. 

Mr. Taylor did not make a special investigation; indeed, he 

admits as much, for he 
" 

ventures to present the results of an 

inquiry into its operation, at least so far as these can be gath 
ered from public documents,"?an inquiry, it may be re 

marked, which might be made by any one. Mr. Taylor 
first argues that the fisheries clauses of the treaty are of great 

value; but on that point a resident of Minnesota would not be 

recognized as the best authority. He next argues 
? his re 

port is for the most part an argument on the side of Canada ? 

that there could be no grievance on our part on account of the 

increase of duties by Canada. He puts it thus: 

It is alleged that since the date of the treaty Canada has increased 
the duties upon imports, especially by the tariff of 1858. Granted; 
but this is no reasonable ground of complaint. Canada is careful 
to include in the free list every article named in the schedule of 
the treaty; and as to the manufactured articles, what right have 

we to demand that the provinces should encourage importations 
from the United States when our legislation of 1846 imposed duties 
as high as thirty per cent., and the act of 1857 only reduced their 

average to twenty-four per cent, upon Canadian manufactures? 

He goes on to compare the rates on the same articles by the 

Canadian and the American tariffs respectively. The fallacy of 

such an argument is easily seen when it is remembered that 

the difference in rates existed when the treaty was negotiated, 
and that in the following year the American rates were reduced 

by the tariff of 1857, whereas those of Canada were increased. 
20 
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Next, in order to show that the treaty had not injured the 

American export of manufactures, he compares the exports 
of 1858 and those of 1859. Aside from the fact that a com 

parison between two selected years is of no value, it appears 
from the list he publishes that although there was an increase . 

of a little less than $600,000 in the later year, more than that 
sum was accounted for by the augmentation of exports of 

three articles: manufactured tobacco; salt; and brown sugar, 
which is not a manufactured article and was not the produce 
of the United States. The tone of the "report" may be judged 
from the following passage: 

Our manufacturers demand that Canada shall restore the scale 
of duties existing when the reciprocity treaty was ratified on penalty 
of its abrogation. When it is considered that the duties imposed 
by the American tariff of 1857 are fully 25 per cent, higher than the 

corresponding rates of the Canadian tariff, the demand borders on 

arrogance. 

No action followed the reports of Messrs. Hatch and Taylor, 
and the subject of the treaty appears not to have been men 

tioned in Congress, save upon the presentation of memorials 

which were not reported upon by any committee, until the 

second session of the Thirty-seventh Congress 
? 

December, 

1861-July, 1862. Concurrent resolutions of the legislature 
of New York were presented and referred to the Committee 
on Commerce, and upon them Mr. Ward made the report 
which has already been mentioned several times. The pre 
amble of the resolutions urged the importance of free commer 

cial intercourse between the provinces and the United States; 
recited the action of the government of Canada that nulli 

fied the purpose of the treaty; but deprecated a policy of re 

taliation as injurious to Upper Canada (Ontario), "whose 

people have never failed in their efforts to secure a permanent 
and just policy for their own country and ourselves." The 

resolutions urged the appointment of commissioners to meet 

''persons properly appointed on behalf of Canada," to nego 
tiate a modification of "the unequal and unjust system of 

commerce now existing." That policy, as has been stated, 
was advocated persistently by Mr. Ward in his report, and in 

his action in the House of Representatives. He explained the 

principles of the Zollverein, sketched its history and dwelt 
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upon its success. He presented the reasons for thinking that 
the system would be equally successful and useful to both 

countries on this continent. 

No action was taken on the report. But it should be men 

tioned that the suggestion of an American Zollverein was 

heard no more, for Mr. Gait, whose attention was called to the 

report of Mr. Ward, in a paper addressed to the Governor 

General of Canada, in March, 1862, only a month after the 

report of the Committee on Commerce was made public, 
wrote:1 

The undersigned can have no hesitation in stating to your excel 

lency that, in his opinion, the project of an American Zollverein, 
to which the British provinces should become parties, is one wholly 
inconsistent with the maintenance of their connection with Great 

Britain, and also opposed on its own merits to the interests of the 

people of these provinces. 

At the beginning of the first session of the Thirty-eighth 
Congress, in December, 1863, the subject of the reciprocity 
treaty was introduced in both branches: in the House by Mr. 

Justin S. Morrill, of Vermont, who offered a resolution provid 
ing for the sending of notice to Great Britain of the abrogation 
of the treaty; and by Mr. Ward, of New York, providing for 
the appointment of commissioners to negotiate a new treaty; 
in the Senate, by Mr. Lot M. Morrill, of Maine, providing 
for the immediate termination of the treaty. In the House 

Mr. Morrill tried to have the subject referred to the Ways and 
Means Committee; but Mr. Ward was successful in having it 

referred to his own committee. Until the matter was finally 
disposed of Mr. Justin Morrill was the most active member in 

promoting the policy of absolute abrogation. He took early 
advantage of "general debate" on the naval appropriation 
bill to set forth at great length the disadvantages of the treaty 
and the reasons for putting an end to the agreement. 

When the matter came up for action the debate was long and 
able on both sides. It is not necessary to do more at this time 
than to summarize the arguments, and as for those in favor of 

terminating the treaty, the most of them have already been 

given. Those which have not been mentioned were used for 
the most part in rebuttal, and will therefore be stated after 

1 See Congressional Globe, January 27, 1864, 381. 
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the reasons for a less radical step than abrogation have been 
stated. For it should be borne in mind that every speaker 
on the subject agreed that the treaty had not worked satis 

factorily, and no one advocated leaving matters as they were. 

There was at no time a test vote that would indicate whether 

any of the members would have voted against any action what 
ever looking to a more satisfactory condition. 

It was urged by the opponents of immediate abrogation 
that, although the trade had diminished, so far as exports 
from the United States were concerned, the "balance of 
trade" was still in favor of the United States; and that was 

true, although the balance was inconsiderable. It was pointed 
out that none of the petitions and memorials asked for abro 

gation, at least not until after an effort had been made to 
amend the treaty. That also was undisputed. The legisla 
ture of Maine did once ask for the termination of the treaty 

without conditions, but the next year it asked for a preliminary 
attempt to improve the terms. Much stress was laid on the 
fact that the treaty put an end to a generations-long contro 

versy over fishery rights on the coast of British America. Some 
of the western members gave quite as much importance to 
the opening of the water ways to American shipping. They 
urged that the limit of the capacity of the Erie Canal and 
of the existing railways had been nearly reached, and that 
unless the Canadian routes were available the transportation 
lines would be able to put freights on the products of the 

West up to an injurious height. All of the speakers on that 
side endeavored to show that if a curt notice to terminate 
the treaty were sent there would be resentment in Canada, and 
that action would be taken by the government of the prov 
ince hostile and harmful to American interests. There was, 

moreover, a great deal of amplification of the benefits of free 
or at any rate freer trade, and of hopefulness that if the United 

States should treat the provinces generously, an extension of 

the reciprocity principle might fairly be expected. That view 
was urged chiefly by representatives of the lake cities, such 
as Detroit and Chicago, who pointed to the fact that the boards 

of trade of most of the western cities had memorialized Con 

gress against abrogation. 
Most of these points were answered by the advocates of 
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immediate action. Some of the representatives of the fishing 
interest belittled the advantages given to that industry by 
the treaty. Gloucester was reported to be in favor of a re 

tention of the treaty, but only Mr. Alley of the Cape Ann dis 

trict of Massachusetts and Mr. Eliot of the New Bedford 

district, of the entire delegation from that state opposed abro 

gation. Mr. Pike of Maine, whose constituents were largely 
engaged in the northern fishery, maintained that the benefits 

derived from the treaty were not great. The answer to the 

plea regarding the water-ways was that the St. Lawrence was 

used hardly at all by American shipping and that it never 

would be so used, as it was a circuitous route and was unus 

able during a large part of the year. Furthermore it was 

asserted that the American canal and railways were equal to 

any demands likely to be put on them. The advocacy of the 

treaty by boards of trade was represented merely to signify 
the satisfaction of those engaged in shipping on the lakes ? 

they forming the chief membership of such organizations 
? 

with an arrangement that gave them much transportation busi 
ness in both directions. 

Debate in which these were the leading arguments advanced 
on either side, took place on the resolution reported by the Com 

mittee on Commerce, and an amendment offered by Mr. Morrill 

of Vermont. The committee proposed that the President should 

be "authorized and required" to give notice of the intention 

of the United States to terminate the treaty, "as soon as it 
can be done under the provision thereof, unless a new conven 

tion shall, before that time, be concluded between the two 

governments by which the provisions shall be abrogated or so 

modified as to be mutually satisfactory to both governments." 
The President was by the same resolution authorized to 

appoint commissioners to meet with commissioners of Great 

Britain, "whenever it shall appear to be the wish of the govern 
ment of Great Britain to negotiate a new treaty between the 

two governments and the people of both countries based upon 
the true principles of reciprocity, and for the removal of 

existing difficulties." Mr. MorriU's substitute was a simple 
authorization to the President to give notice of the termination 

of the treaty. 

By this time, for the question had gone over until the spring 
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of 1864, two new arguments for abrogation had forced them 
selves upon the attention of Congress. One of them was referred 
to in debate at that time; the other was scarcely mentioned 
until the ensuing session. The country was engaged in civil 

war, and the government needed every dollar it could raise 

by taxation or by borrowing. Import duties had been greatly 
increased and the internal revenue system was all-embracing, or 
as nearly so as was permissible. In both these branches of taxa 
tion the treaty was an obstacle. The government could not 

levy duties on any merchandise in the schedule of free goods; 
it could not levy an excise tax upon any articles of domestic 

production mentioned in the treaty, as that would place the 
home producer at a disadvantage. Lumber and flour are two 

examples of the merchandise from which government was 

compelled to withhold its taxing hand. But aside from such 

articles it was felt to be a misfortune that import duties could 
not be laid upon all the merchandise that came in from Canada. 

The House came to a vote on the question on May 26, 1864. 
The roll was called four times, but curiously enough one 

vote only can be regarded as a test. That was on a motion 

by Mr. Morrill, of Vermont, to substitute for the committee's 

resolution a simple direction to the President to give the 

requisite notice to the British government. The motion was 

defeated, yeas 74, nays 82. The negative had a strong Demo 

cratic flavor, although it was by no means a party vote. Nor 
was it a sectional vote, for although New England supported 
Mr. Morrill by seventeen votes to nine, the other Atlantic 

states gave five majority against the motion. Most but not 

all of the western states ranged themselves against the substi 

tute. After some parliamentary manoeuvring Mr. Thaddeus 

Stevens moved the postponement of the resolution until the 

next session, and the motion was carried, yeas 77, nays 72. 
On that vote advocates and opponents of the two methods of 

procedure were inextricably mixed. 

The matter was taken up early in the next session, in Decem 

ber, and the House made short work of it. There was a parlia 

mentary tangle when the resolution came up for action, but 

Mr. Morrill succeeded in getting before the House a freshly 
drawn substitute, providing simply for a termination of the 

treaty, and it was quickly passed by a vote of yeas 85, nays 
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51.1 The only word spoken in the nature of debate on the 

general question was a remark by Mr. Washburne, of Illi 

nois, who referred to the closeness of the vote at the previous 

session, "and from what has transpired since, I think we must 

all agree that the notice ought to be given." The reference 

was, of course, to the impression that prevailed throughout 
the "loyal States" that the government of Canada was un 

friendly to the cause of the Union, and that most of the lead 

ing public men of the province were actively encouraging if not 

materially assisting the Confederates, many of whom had 

repaired to Canada as a good basis for a "back fire" at their 

enemy. On the very day that the vote above recorded was 

passed the Canadian court discharged the St. Albans "raiders" 
? British subjects recruited in Canada by Confederate agents 

and led across the line on a plundering and destroying expedi 
tion ? on the ground of want of jurisdiction, although the 

affair was as plain a violation of neutrality as any expedition 
that ever set out from the United States to filibuster in Cuba 
or Central America. 

The resolution was passed by the House on December 13. 
When it reached the Senate it was referred to the Committee 

on Foreign Relations, and was reported back by Mr. Sumner 
on the 20th, in an entirely new draft. The parliamentary 

tangle just referred to was such that the House was not able 

to 'get rid of the preamble, which had been agreed to in the 

May debate, and the preamble was not consistent with the 

resolution itself, as it looked to a negotiation for a new treaty. 

Accordingly the Senate substitute left nothing of the work of 

the House but the words "Joint Resolution." Mr. Sumner 

wished to have the measure put at once upon its passage, but 

Mr. Hale of New Hampshire expressed a desire to speak in op 

position, and the matter went over. It was taken up again in 

January, and after two or three days of debate was passed. The 

opposition was not important. It consisted for the most part 
of long speeches by Mr. Hale, Mr. Howe of-Wisconsin, and Mr. 

Ramsey of Minnesota. Neither they nor those who favored 

the measure brought forward any new arguments. The 

1 The Congressional Globe gives the nays as 57, but the list given contains only 

51 names. It gives the absentees as 40, but its list contains the names of 49, 

including one of a member who had resigned before the beginning of the session. 
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vote upon the passage of the resolution was yeas 33, nays 8. 
The House promptly accepted the Senate amendment; the 

notice to the British government was given on March 16, 

1865, and the treaty came to an end on March 16, 1866, the 
earliest possible date on which it could be terminated. 

Upon a full consideration of all the circumstances surround 

ing the agreement, the following facts seem to be established 

beyond dispute: 
That dissatisfaction with the working of the treaty existed 

from the first, but was at that time felt by those only who 
inhabited the northern fringe of the United States, that is, by 
those who suffered from Canadian competition, but were unable 
to compete in Canada, which already produced a surplus of 

the articles made free by the treaty 
? in other words by 

those who were most affected by the operation of the treaty. 
That there was at no time dissatisfaction on either side of 

the boundary with the arrangement so far as it concerned the 
trade between the United States and the Maritime Provinces. 

That the extension of the area of dissatisfaction to American 

manufacturing communities was due to the action of the Cana 

dian government in raising its duties on manufactured goods, 
coupling the increase with changes in the method of assessment 

expressly designed to favor importations from Great Britain 
and to hamper the trade in such goods with the United States. 

The same policy was pursued in the regulations which amounted 
to rebates on Canadian trade through the canals, and orders 

in council favoring certain land transportation routes.1 The 

only criticism to be made of these measures, entirely justi 
fiable on general principles, as promoting the interests of Cana 

dians themselves, and as evidence of loyalty to the British 

connection, is that they were not in accordance with the spirit 
of the treaty, but the reverse. 

That the events and the conditions of the Civil War supplied 
two additional reasons for abrogation, namely, the interfer 
ence of the treaty with the power of the government to make its 

tax system apply to all products and all occupations and all 

1 The favor extended to the Grand Trunk Railway created a strong sentiment 

in the city of Portland, Maine, in favor of the treaty, which fully explains the 

extreme activity in opposition to abrogation on the part of Mr. Sweat, the con 

gressman from that district. 
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imported articles, and the irritation caused by the assistance 

given to the Confederates from the Canadian side, unchecked 

by Canadian government or courts. 

That it required the concurrence of all these causes to secure 

from Congress the passage of the resolution of abrogation, and 

that even in the last year of the war, when financial difficulties 
were the greatest, and when the fervor of loyalty to the Union 
cause was most passionate, there was strong opposition to the 

termination of the treaty, and in influential quarters a disposi 
tion to continue the system if it could be made a truly re 

ciprocal system, that is, one that would permit the Ameri 
cans to sell what they had to sell, in return for the same favor 

granted to Canadians. 

From the foregoing considerations it seems to follow that 
but for the hostile fiscal policy of Canada, due to the domination 
in the government of what is now Quebec province, and the 
toleration by that government of unfriendly demonstrations 
of a military nature on our northern frontier, the reciprocity 
treaty of 1854 would not have been abrogated in 1865, and 

might even have been in force, with modifications, today. 
We have now to consider the suggestions of a renewal of 

closer commercial relations between the two countries during 
the nearly half a century that has elapsed since the ill-fated 

treaty of 1854 came to an end. 

Before the notice given in 1865 became effective, Mr. Gait, 
the Finance Minister of Canada, and Mr. Howard, a member 
of the government, visited Washington with a view to avert 
the catastrophe of abrogation. There is no known record of 
the nature of the proposition made by the visitors. The con 

sultation with the State Department must have been in 
formal. Probably some concessions were offered; indeed, a 

suggestion of the renewal of the old treaty unchanged would 
have been hopeless. But as Congress had lately deliberately re 

jected the proposal of an attempt to secure concessions in 
favor of unconditional abrogation, Mr. Seward could hardly 
have taken seriously the movement by Canada. At all events, 
nothing came of it. 

That was the first of several attempts 
* more or less earnest 

1 
The Hon. George Graham, who was a member of Sir Wilfrid Laurier's 

cabinet, said, in a speech in Boston in the winter of 1912-13, that there had been 

21 
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on the part of Canada to renew the system of reciprocity with 
out conceding what alone would render such an arrangement 

acceptable to Americans, that is, a general reduction of Cana 

dian duties on manufactured goods. No adverse criticism 

applies to the Canadian government for not yielding on that 

point, for it is undeniable that the granting of lower rates 

to America than to British manufactures would be an act 

incompatible with loyalty to the mother country. But Cana 

dian inability to grant such a favor does not impose upon the 

United States any obligation, or give it any inducement, to 

make a treaty which would furnish a market for Canadian 

products of which it has an excess in return for access to the 

Dominion with the same articles which Canada does not need. 

Canada became confederated in 1867. Its tariff act of 

1868 contained a clause making free of duty a certain list 

of natural products similar to that in the treaty of 1854, when 
ever the United States tariff should make free the same list 

of articles when imported from Canada. In 1869 Mr. John 
Rose, the Finance Minister, was sent to Washington to pro 

pose a renewal of the old treaty, but was wholly unsuccessful. 

Sir John Macdonald was one of the commissioners of Great 

Britain at the conference which negotiated the Treaty of 

Washington, by which the "Alabama" claims were sent to 

arbitration. Judge Longley, of Nova Scotia, in an article in 

the North American Review for March, 1903, reports that 

At one period the American commissioners made a proposition 
of free wood, coal, salt, and lumber. Sir John A. Macdonald, who 

was the special representative of Canada on the British commission, 
desired time for the consideration of this proposition; but when he 
was prepared to discuss it, the American commissioners withdrew 
the offer and declined to consider, during the entire negotiations, 
any proposition whatever relating to a free interchange of commo 
dities between the two countries. 

Judge Longley gives no authority for the foregoing state 

ment. I have obtained from the State Department at Wash 

ington the following extract from the protocols of the confer 

thirteen such attempts; but many of those specified were "unofficial," and 

others were nothing more than official expressions of a wish for reciprocity, fol 

lowed by no action. 
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ence, which I am assured is the only reference in them to the 
matter now under discussion: 

At the conference on the 6th of March the British commissioners 
stated that they were prepared to discuss the question of the Fish 

eries, either in detail or generally, so as either to enter into an exami 
nation of the respective rights of the two countries under the treaty 
of 1818 and the general law of nations, or to approach at once the 
settlement of the question on a comprehensive basis. 

The American commissioners said that with the view of avoiding 
the discussion of matters which subsequent negotiation might 
render it unnecessary to enter into, they thought it would be pref 
erable to adopt the latter course, and inquired what, in that case, 

would be the basis which the British commissioners desired to propose. 
The British commissioners replied that they considered that the 

Reciprocity Treaty of June 5,1854, should be restored in principle. 
The American commissioners declined to assent to a renewal of 

the former reciprocity treaty. 
The British commissioners then suggested that, if any consider 

able modification were made in the tariff arrangements of that 

Treaty, the coasting trade of the United States and of Her Britannic 

Majesty's Possessions in North America should be reciprocally 
thrown open, and that the navigation of the River Saint Lawrence 
and of the Canadian canals should also be thrown open to the citi 
zens of the United States on terms of equality with British subjects. 

The American commissioners declined this proposal, and objected 
to a negotiation on the basis of the Reciprocity Treaty. They said 
that that Treaty had proved unsatisfactory to the people of the 

United States, and consequently had been terminated by notice 
from the Government of the United States, in pursuance of its 

provisions. Its renewal was not in their interest, and would not 
be in accordance with the sentiments of their people. They further 
said that they were not at liberty to treat of the opening of the coast 

ing trade of the United States to the subjects of Her Majesty resid 

ing in her Possessions in North America. It was agreed that the 

questions relating to the navigation of the River Saint Lawrence, 
and the Canadian Canals, and to other commercial questions affect 

ing Canada, should be treated by themselves. 

That seems to be conclusive as a contradiction both of the 

statement that any proposition was made by the American 

commissioners, and as showing that the British commissioners, 

acting through Sir John Macdonald, would consider any 
extension of the system of reciprocity so as to include other 
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than natural products, unless coupled with a condition that 
was fundamentally unacceptable to Americans. 

The MacKenzie administration came into power in the Do 
minion in 1873, and in the following year the Hon. George 
Brown, one of the leading statesmen of the country, was sent 
to Washington to propose reciprocity. Judge Longley, whose 
article has already been quoted, says: 

In fulfilment of his mission Mr. Brown went to Washington and 
was associated for this purpose with the British minister at Wash 

ington. He succeeded in framing a treaty of reciprocity which, while 
it was open to some criticism from a Canadian point of view, may be 

regarded in the main as fair, and as providing for a larger measure 
of reciprocity than the treaty of 1854-66. But it was instantly 
rejected by the Senate of the United States. 

That can hardly be regarded as an accurate statement of 

what occurred. On the 14th of June, 1874, Mr. Fish, Secre 

tary of State, sent to President Grant "a draught of a treaty" 
which had been submitted by the plenipotentiaries of Great 

Britain "for my consideration." On the next day the Presi 

dent sent it to the Senate for its consideration, with a char 

acteristically non-committal message, in which he commended 

the purpose of the arrangement, "but whether it makes all 

the concessions which could justly be required of Great Britain, 
or whether it calls for more concessions from the United States 

than wre should yield, I am not prepared to say." Judge Longley 
does not assert that it was "negotiated," though that might 
be inferred from the language above quoted; but Mr. John 

Charlton, a most prominent Canadian advocate of reciprocity, 
has used that word to describe what occurred, in speeches both 

in the Canadian parliament and in the United States. It is 

not intended to imply that either of those honorable gentle 
men purposely misrepresented what occurred, for the mistake 

might have been made by Americans, seeing that the message 
of the President was as usual, confidential; and although the 

"draught of a treaty" was made public by the Senate on June 
22, the general public could easily have supposed that the 

treaty had been formally negotiated between the representa 
tives of the two governments.1 But the above statement 

1 It is doubtful if the treaty or the message of transmittal was ever printed in 

any newspaper in the United States. It was printed as a confidential document, 
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renders it certain that it was in no proper sense a treaty, but 
was Mr. Brown's idea of what such a treaty should be, in the 

preparation of which no representative of the United States 

government had any part. Moreover, the statement that it 
was "instantly rejected" by the Senate is not accurate. When 

it was received by the Senate it was referred to the Committee 
on Foreign Relations. That was the 18th of June. Congress 

adjourned on the 23d. It was never reported upon by the 

committee. Indeed, it is difficult to see what action could 

have been taken, for it did not conform to the constitutional 

requirement that all treaties shall be made by the President; 
and President Grant had neither signed the treaty nor even 

recommended it. 

The Canadian proposition did include in the lists of mer 

chandise to be made free * when crossing the frontier in either 

direction, a great many classes of manufactured goods, but 

it coupled with that concession a condition which would, 
never have been accepted by the people, at any rate not in 

their then frame of mind. Beside an extended list of natural 

products it was proposed to admit free of duty, mutually, 
a comprehensive list of agricultural implements; boots and 

shoes; coarse cotton goods; carriages and sleighs; furniture; 

many iron products, such as bar, hoop, rod, sheet and castings; 
harness and saddlery; locomotives and steam engines; printing 
paper, printing type and all printing accessories; and tweeds 

of wool and satinets of cotton and wool. So far it was the 

fairest and most generous proposition ever made, before or 

since, by Canadian authority. If tariff reciprocity only had 

been covered by the treaty, provided, of course, that it had 

been in form to be ratified by the Senate, there is no knowing 
what would have been its fate. It could not have been acted 

upon in the few days of the session that remained after it was 

before the Senate, but it might have come up at the ensuing 
session and had a fair chance of approval. 

Let us remember that the election of 1874 resulted in the 

overthrow of the Republicans in the House of Representatives. 

of which probably the only two copies now in existence are in the files of the 

Senate. One copy was kindly lent to me by favor of Senator Lodge. 
1 
They were to be assessed at two-thirds of the current duties for one year, 

at one-third the second year, and thereafter were to be free of duty. 
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That the Republicans made use of the last months of their 

ascendancy to pass a tariff act increasing protective duties, 

suggests that a reciprocity treaty abolishing duties would not 

have been favorably considered; but it should likewise be re 

membered that that act was passed in the Senate by one vote, 
some of the most prominent Republicans voting in the negative. 

On the other hand it may be noted that during that same ses 

sion the treaty of reciprocity with Hawaii was negotiated and 

was ratified by the Senate on March 18, 1875. If a real treaty, 

embodying only the provisions thus far mentioned, had been 

presented to the Senate after the Forty-fourth Congress came 

into being, the Senate, having a Republican majority of only 

fourteen, including quite a number who were inclined to "tariff 

reform," might have ratified it; and the House of Represent 

atives, with a Democratic majority of nearly seventy, would 

certainly have passed an act for carrying its provisions into 

effect. 

But there was one article of the "draught of a treaty" 
which made it impossible. Mr. Brown proposed that vessels 

built either in Canada or in the United States should be ad 

mitted to registry in the other country. That meant an 

abandonment of two lines of policy on which the country had 

been immovable from the beginning of the government under 

the Constitution. In appearance the clause meant only that 

there should be free ships. But the admission of a Canadian 

built and Canadian owned vessel to American registry would 

open to it the coasting trade of the United States. We need 

only refer to the tenacity with which it has recently maintained 

its right to the Atlantic-Pacific coasting trade through the 

Panama Canal, to see how all parties are agreed to protect the 

coasting trade. It is almost incredible that so wise a man, 
and so well-trained a statesman as Mr. Brown could have ex 

pected his treaty to be successful. 

There is no doubt that during the long ascendancy of Sir 

John Macdonald in the Canadian government, which lasted 

from 1879 until his death in 1891, and during the following 

years until 1896 while the Conservative party continued in 

power, the Liberals carried on an active campaign in favor of 

comparatively unrestricted reciprocity with the United States. 

As they were in opposition they could effect nothing. The 
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policy was popular, and it was no doubt in view of the demon 

stration of that fact in the elections of 1891, which still re 

sulted favorably for the Conservatives, that the government 
sent a delegation to Washington to sound the government on 

the subject. It was probably anticipated that nothing would 
come of it, but the mission, whether successful or unsuccessful, 

would deprive the Liberals of their popular issue. It is asserted 

that the reply of Mr. Blaine, the Secretary of State, to the over 

tures was that no arrangement would be considered that did 
not give the United States rates of duties lower than those 

to the rest of the world. That would mean a discrimination 

in favor of this country as against Great Britain, which of 
course would be inadmissible. This statement of Mr. Blame's 

position is not on its face improbable, but no authority is 

given for it, and as the conferences were no doubt without wit 

nesses, the exact truth cannot be known. Whatever may have 
been the fact, the Liberal party no longer made reciprocity 
the chief plank in its platform, though it did still advocate 

that policy. In 1893 there was a convention of the party 
which adopted the following resolution on the subject: 

That the Liberal party is prepared to enter into negotiations 
with the view of obtaining such a treaty, including a well-considered 
list of manufactured articles, and we are satisfied that any treaty 
so arranged will receive the assent of Her Majesty's government, 

without whose approval no treaty can be made. 

The Liberal party came into power in 1896. It was not long 
before Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the prime minister, developed his 
fiscal policy. In 1897 he introduced the'policy which the Do 

minion has ever since maintained and extended, of granting pref 
erential rates of duty to the products of the United Kingdom 
and of British possessions 

? a policy which, taken by itself, 
certainly involves a discrimination against the United States, 
and, so far as the government can effect it, a limitation of 

imports from this country. A discussion of the preferential 
policy would be out of place in this connection, but it may be 
remarked in passing that it does not seem to have affected 
the trade of the United States unfavorably. In 1896, the 

year before the system was adopted, the value of imports into 
Canada from Great Britain was $32,979,742; from the United 
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States it was $58,574,024. In 1913 the value of British im 

ports had increased to $138,761,568, and the value of mer 
chandise from the United States had increased to $414,142,593. 

The greater increase of the United States is seen in practically 
all the classes of goods covered by the preferential tariff, and 
this country has an overwhelming preeminence in almost all 
those classes except in textiles, crockery and window glass. 

Sir Wilfrid still adhered, as he has adhered ever since, to 
the policy of reciprocity with this country, modified, as we 

have seen, by his policy of favors to the mother country. In 

1898 he opened negotiations again with Washington, with a 
view to reach an agreement on tariff concessions by the two 
countries. The proposition was not for a reciprocity agree 

ment simply, but for a general discussion and settlement of all 

questions at issue between Canada and the United States. 
The national administration was favorable to such a conference, 
and accordingly on the 25th of May, 1898, a conference was 

begun at Washington between representatives of Great Britain 
and the United States, with a view to preparing the way for 
a settlement of all outstanding questions between the two 

countries with reference to Canada. Sir Julian Pauncefote, 
the British ambassador, and Sir Louis Davies, Minister of 

Marine and Fisheries in the Dominion government, represented 
Great Britain, and Hon. John W. Foster and Hon. John A. 
Kasson represented the United States. In the course of five 

meetings on successive days they formulated a series of eleven 

topics to be laid before a Joint High Commission. The Bering 
Sea seal question; the fisheries question; the Alaska boundary; 
transit of merchandise from one country to the other; and the 

subject of naval vessels on the great lakes; were among the 

subjects agreed upon. The eighth topic was as follows: 

Such readjustment and concessions as may be deemed mutually 
advantageous, of customs duties applicable in each country to the 

products of the soil or industry of the other, upon the basis of re 

ciprocal equivalents. 

Congress passed an act, July 7, 1898, creating the com 

mission; the parliaments of Great Britain and Canada did 

likewise, and the Commission was appointed: Hon. Charles 

W. Fairbanks, Hon. George Gray, Hon. John W. Foster, Hon. 
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John A. Kasson, Hon. Nelson Dingley, and Hon. T. Jefferson 

Coolidge, representing the United States; Lord Herschel 

representing the imperial government; Sir Wilfrid Laurier, 
Sir Richard Cartwright, Sir Louis Davies, and Hon. John 
Charlton, representing Canada; and Sir Thomas Winter rep 

resenting Newfoundland. 

It is impossible to ascertain the details of what took place 
in the discussions before the Commission with reference to 

reciprocity. Nothing came of its deliberations on that or any 
other topic. The State Department refuses to make public 
the protocols of the Commission, on the ground that they are 

confidential. It is known that conferences were held both at 

Quebec and at Washington, and that the Commission finally 

adjourned without fixing a time for reassembling, irreconcil 

able differences having developed as to the proper method of 

arbitrating the Alaska boundary dispute. The British commis 

sioners refused to consider other questions until an agreement 
should have been reached on that subject. The Commission 
never met again. 

The following passage from a communication from one who 
was connected with the Commission is all that can be ascer 

tained at present upon the subject of reciprocity: 

There was naturally a wide divergence of view with reference to 
commercial reciprocity, embraced in Section Eight of the Protocol. 
Our British friends leaned rather to the free trade view, while the 
American Commissioners approached the subject upon the basis of 

genuine reciprocity yielding equivalent for equivalent. The Ameri 
can Commissioners took a large amount of testimony; they granted 
hearings to those who wished to be heard; and much literature was 
submitted to them bearing upon the subject under consideration. 

The late Nelson Dingley was chairman of the committee on reci 

procity. Upon his death he was succeeded by Hon. Sereno E. Payne. 
The Commission made an honest effort to effect a reciprocity treaty, 
but little advance was made along that line. . . . The discussions 
of the Commission were all conducted with earnestness and entire 

good nature, and, I think, with a desire to accommodate each other's 
views where reasonably possible. 

No meeting of the reciprocity committee was held after 
Mr. Dingley's death. Indeed, none was necessary, as the 
Alaska problem had led the Commission into an impasse. 

22 
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There are some facts to corroborate the foregoing assertion 

that the American commissioners wished to bring about reci 

procity. Mr. Dingley's son has gone so far as to make pub 

licly the prediction that if he had lived "the Anglo-American 
Commission would have reached a substantial and satisfactory 

arrangement on all disputed points, including reciprocity." 
In view of the wide differences of opinion of the two govern 

ments on other points, one may fairly doubt if the prediction 
is justified, without implying any doubt of Mr. Dingley's 
earnestness in promoting a trade agreement between the 

two countries. 

"When Sir Wilfrid left Washington in 1899, after the failure 

of the Commission, he declared that Canada would not again 

go to Washington asking for reciprocity. "We have been 

seeking for improved trade relations, we know how desirable 

it is to have an improvement, we know how much these trade 

relations could be improved, we have exhausted our patience 
and our resources in the effort to improve them, and if you reach 

the point where you understand this question and realize that 
a treaty is desirable, you can intimate that fact to us." Al 

though the United States has not had reason to complain of 

the share of Canadian trade which it has enjoyed in the absence 

of a treaty, as a matter of fact the next and last proposition for 

a customs agreement did originate in the United States. Al 

though it is almost contemporaneous history it may be well 

to add it to the record. 

During the earliest years of the present century a campaign 
in favor of reciprocity was started in many of the northern 

states. It was essentially a political and an academic cam 

paign. With few exceptions it had no active support from per 
sons and interests that might be expected to profit from freer 

trade relations. Certain makers of agricultural implements 

hoped for larger sales in Canada if the Dominion tariff upon 
their wares were reduced, and millers in the northwest wished 

for access to the Canadian supplies of wTheat. But in the 

main the movement in favor of a tariff agreement w,as simply 
a part of an agitation for a reduction of import duties generally. 
It was a part of the "insurgent" movement in the Republican 

party, and was, of course, supported by the Democrats, who 

are always in favor of reducing duties. It cannot, however, be 
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said that the sentiment of Republicans who were not affected 

by the insurgency movement was at the outset averse to a 
trade agreement with Canada, provided it would enlarge the 

market for American manufactures without endangering the 

principle of protection. In fact, it was a part of the Republican 
doctrine that reciprocity was the twin policy with protection. 

President Taft seems to have conceived the idea that the 
conclusion of a reciprocity agreement with Canada would miti 

gate somewhat the hostility in insurgent circles toward the 
so-called Payne-Aldrich tariff act; and being himself in favor 
of such a measure, he took the initiative by approaching the 

government of Canada. In the spring of 1910 (March 20) 
he sent two representatives of the Treasury Department to 
Ottawa to sound the Canadian government on the subject. 
They found the premier, Sir Wilfrid Laurier, well disposed 
toward the arrangement proposed, but nothing further was 
done in the matter until November of the same year, when the 
two agents were again despatched to the Canadian capital 
to enter into formal preparations for a conference. It was 

agreed that the negotiations should take place in Washington 
in January, 1911. Soon after New Year's day the Canadian 

negotiators, the Hon. W. S. Fielding, Minister of Finance, and 
William A. Patterson, Minister of Customs, arrived in Wash 

ington, accompanied by several other members of the Dominion 
cabinet who came upon other, business. Mr. Knox, the Sec 

retary of State, acted for the United States. The first meeting 
for business was held on January 7, and so few were the ob 
stacles encountered that the agreement was completed and 

signed by the negotiators for the two governments on the 21st 
of the same month. 

The plan adopted was one of concurrent legislation. The con 
clusion of a formal treaty by Canada might raise some questions 
with the imperial government as to its power, although Canada 
has claimed, and in some cases has exercised the right to ne 

gotiate commercial treaties. But as it was determined to leave 
either party free to withdraw from the arrangement at its 

pleasure, the legislative plan was on all accounts preferable. 
The agreement was to become effective when both Congress 
and the Dominion parliament should have passed laws modify 
ing their customs laws in accordance with its provisions, and 
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would come to an end whenever either legislature should so 

decide. 

The agreement was by far the most comprehensive that was 
ever proposed, with authority, between the two governments. 
It provided for reciprocity in the free admission into either 

country from the other of a long list of products: all live animals 
and all meats except fresh meats; all grains, seeds, vegetables 
and fresh or dried fruits; dairy products; fish; salt; lumber; 
tin plates; barbed wire; wood pulp; and paper valued at 
not more than four cents a pound. Some minor items need not 

be mentioned. In addition to the goods made mutually free 
of duty there were hundreds of others on which the duty was 

to be reduced. The most important from the manufacturer's 

point of view were agricultural implements, but the list also 

included cutlery, clocks and watches, pocket books, printing 
ink, and automobiles. Although on all these and other articles 

not here mentioned, there was a reduction of the Canadian 

duty, the rate was in no case put lower than that of the 

Canadian "intermediate" tariff, which was also in every case 

higher than the British preferential tariff. Some of the Con 

servative statesmen of England, denouncing the action of 

Canada, asserted that the Dominion had proposed to give the 

United States privileges for its trade from which the mother 

country was excluded. The statement was not true of any 

single article in any one of the schedules of the reciprocity 
agreement. On the contrary Canada did not, in offering to 

lower its tariff, admit the United States to any of the privileges 
of the preferential tariff. The agreement did make free cer 

tain articles on which there would be a duty if the goods were 

imported from Great Britain; but they were articles with the 

exception of tin plates in which Great Britain has and could 

have no important trade, as will be seen from an inspection of 

the list already given. Moreover, the resolutions proposing to 

carry into effect the agreement, in which Mr. Fielding intro 

duced the subject in the Canadian House of Commons, prom 
ised the same terms to Great Britain, "provided, however, 
that nothing herein contained shall be held to increase any 
rate of duty now provided for in the British preferential 
tariff." 

The agreement was submitted to Congress by President Taft, 
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and to the Canadian parliament by Mr. Fielding, on the same 

day, January 27, 1911. On the 28th, Mr. McCall of Massa 

chusetts introduced a bill to carry the agreement into effect, 
and it was passed by the House of Representatives on Feb 

ruary 4, by a vote of 221 to 93. The majority was made up of 

78 Republicans and 143 Democrats; the negative of 87 Repub 
licans and 6 Democrats. The Senate took no action upon 
it at that session. An extraordinary session of Congress was 

held beginning April 4. On the 12th Mr. Underwood of Geor 

gia, the majority leader of the House, presented a bill similar to 

that of the previous session, and it was passed on the 21st 

by a vote of 267 to 89. As before, a majority of Republicans 

opposed the bill. The majority consisted of 203 Democrats and 

64 Republicans; the minority, of 78 Republicans and 11 Demo 
crats. In the Senate the Finance Committee reported the 
bill without any recommendation on June 14; the debate 

began on the next day and continued intermittently until 

July 22, when it was passed by a vote of 43 to 27: in the af 

firmative 21 Republicans and 22 Democrats; in the negative 
24 Republicans and 3 Democrats. The President signed the 

bill on July 26. The act passed by Congress departed in one 

respect from the agreement, for whereas that instrument 

provided that all the arrangements should take effect when 

both governments agreed to the whole, the act of Congress 
made effective the free admission of wood pulp 

? 
except 

that on which an export duty might have been levied ? 
inde 

pendently of any action by the government of Canada. 
The votes in Congress reflected quite accurately the opinion 

of the people. It was abundantly clear that the strong Demo 

cratic support of the measure was due, in part at least, to the 

political desire to make a successful attack upon the Republican 

policy of a protective tariff. On the other hand, the Republican 

opposition arose in large part from a wish to defend the system 

against all assaults. This was particularly noticeable in the 
attitude taken by manufacturers whose goods were not in 
cluded in any of the schedules of the agreements, of whom 
the textile men were most strenuous in the hostility to the 

measure. The farmers in the northern tier of states were prac 

tically unanimous in opposition, and when the opportunity 
came visited their vengeance upon the President for his activity 
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in promoting it; although in so doing, giving their support 
to the candidates of the new Progressive party, they helped to 

bring into power the Democrats, whose votes had saved the 

ratifying act from defeat in Congress. Save for such support 
as the act received as a political measure, and save for the 

opposition of the manufacturers and the farmers, the people 
as a whole were quite indifferent on the subject. 

It will remain for some future Canadian historian to go at 

length into the story of the reception of the reciprocity agree 

ment, the exciting political canvass which ensued, the rejec 
tion of the scheme, and the important influence upon Canada 
as a nationality of its decision. Only the outlines can be given 
here.1 

Sir Wilfrid Laurier seems to have had no doubt of the accept 
ance of the agreement by the Canadian parliament, and he had 

every reason for his confidence. His government had a majority 
of 45 in the House of Commons, and he had no reason to an 

ticipate any serious defection. Just before the meeting of the 

negotiators in Washington, there was a great convention of 

Canadian farmers, who went to Ottawa a thousand strong, from 

every province except Prince Edward Island on the east and 

British Columbia on the west, to urge the policy of reciprocity 
on the Canadian government. Their resolutions were radical. 

They asked for reciprocal free trade with the United States in 

all agricultural, horticultural and animal products, spraying 

materials, fertilizers, fuel, illuminating and lubricating oils, 

cement, fish, lumber, agricultural implements, machinery and 

vehicles and parts thereof. They also urged that the rate of 

the British preference be raised to fifty per cent., and that a 

policy be adopted which would insure the establishment of com 

plete free trade with Great Britain within ten years. The 

resolutions were presented to Sir Wilfrid on December 16, 

1910. The reply of the premier was diplomatic. So far as tariff 

arrangements were concerned, he told the farmers that they 
must await the completion of the negotiations already pend 

ing with the United States, but he added that the goal of the 

government was in the direction in which the farmers were 

moving. 
1 Those who may wish to read a very full but extremely partisan account of 

the Canadian campaign against reciprocity, will find it in the Canadian An 

nual Review for 1911. 
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Sir Wilfrid heard the other side in January, when there was a 

conference between himself and a deputation of nearly one 

hundred members of the Canadian Manufacturers' Associa 

tion, representing the most of the industries fostered by the 

protective tariff of the Dominion. He was diplomatic with them 

also; assured them that they would have nothing to fear 

from any arrangement that he would recommend to Parlia 

ment; and they went away satisfied. 

The contest in Canada over the reciprocity agreement was 

one of the most remarkable character. The boards of trade 

throughout the Dominion ranged themselves promptly in 

opposition by strong majorities everywhere. The measure 

was deemed by them destructive of the protection which 

Canadian industries received from the tariff. Their attitude 

is intelligible, and so also is that of the parliamentary opposi 

tion, the function of which is to oppose. But something more 

was needed to defeat the measure, and that something was 

supplied. Originally the opposition in parliament, led by Mr. 

Richard Borden, announced the purpose of himself and his 

party to prevent the passage of the necessary legislation to 

make the agreement effective until after Congress had acted. 

The debate was therefore dragged along until after the adjourn 
ment of Congress on the 4th of March, 1911, when Mr. Borden 

brought forward a motion that the matter should be deferred 
" 

until the electors shall have had an opportunity of passing 

upon its merits." The motion was defeated by a vote of 112 

to 70. Only two Liberal members deserted the premier on the 

motion. But the opposition continued, and quickly assumed 

the form of persistent and interminable obstruction. There 

is no limitation of debate in the Canadian House of Commons. 

The spirit of the opposition is shown by a remark by one of 

the Conservative members: "We can talk for a year if we want 

to, and as long as we talk the bill stands still." And so late 

as July 24 a member of the same party said in the House that 

there were still fifty-five members on that side who had not 

yet spoken, and who had a right to speak without obstruction 

being charged. The opposition hampered the government 

financially by refusing to allow annual supplies to be granted. 

Against all this the administration was powerless. Inasmuch 

as a colonial conference was to be held in London that spring, 
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there was a recess of parliament and truce for some weeks to 

enable Sir Wilfrid Laurier to attend it. 

The government had its troubles outside the Commons. 

The Unionist party in England, regarding the proposed agree 
ment as an obstacle in the way of the policy of imperial pref 
erence, which was one of the measures advocated by the party, 
associated themselves with the Canadian opposition, and ques 
tions were asked in parliament designed to assist Mr. Borden 

in his campaign. 
That was not all. It was necessary to arouse a spirit of 

national pride and loyalty. Several outgivings by irresponsible 

persons in the United States were seized upon as indicating 
that the purpose of the agreement so far as American public 

men were concerned was to pave the way for a movement for 

the annexation of Canada to the United States. What was 

said was definite enough, but it was said by a mere handful of 

men,1 and not one of those who advocated annexation repre 
sented any one but himself. A member of Congress from New 

York introduced resolutions looking to annexation. They were 

referred in the ordinary course of business to the committee 

of which the author of the resolutions was a member. The 

committee voted the resolutions down, nine to one. Mr. 

Champ Clark, who was certainly a representative Democrat 

in Congress, declared himself in favor of annexation, but not 

a single supporter was found for his position, and he afterward 

declared that he spoke in joke. Much was made of these, 
which are believed to have been the only incidents justifying 

any apprehension on the part of Canadians. No one on that 

side of the boundary seems to have asked himself how annex 

ation could be brought about save by the willing acquiescence 
of Canada itself, or as a result of war. Aside from the fact 

that war against Great Britain and against Canada was and is 

the most unlikely enterprise in which the United States could 

be induced to engage, no one but a madman would wish to 

acquire Canada for the Union as a result of an aggressive war; 
1 The Canadian Annual Review for 1911, nevertheless, gives a large number 

of quotations from public men of the United States and from American news 

papers, as expressions looking to annexation, although nearly every one of the 

passages quoted is destitute of all reference to political relations between the two 

countries; and not one of them goes further than to suggest that ultimately 
union would be desirable. 
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and a fear on the part of Canada herself that she might consent 

to annexation after an experience of reciprocity implies a 

doubt of her own virtue and loyalty. 
President Taft and a great many other men in responsible 

positions in public life declared emphatically, and with all 

sincerity, that they had no thought of a political union, or even 

an alliance, with Canada, and that they cherished the utmost 

good will toward the Dominion as an independent nation. All 

in vain. Those who were resolved to defeat the agreement 
treated all such protestations as lacking in good faith, and as 

intended to lull the Canadians into a sense of false security 

against the sinister designs of American politicians. At some 

time hereafter there may be a collection of the words written 

and spoken by editors and stump speakers, and of cartoons 

printed in the newspapers, expressive of the opinion of one 

section of the Canadian public concerning the neighboring 

republic and its public men. Undoubtedly those words and 

pictures did not represent any real opinions; they were as evi 

dently merely a theatrical display of simulated wrath as have 

been many famous American "roorbacks." But they served 

the purpose. 
The opposition in the Commons were successful in prolong 

ing the debate until it was clear to Sir Wilfrid that the question 
could not be brought to an issue without consulting the people 

by means of a general election. Accordingly parliament was 

dissolved on July 29, and the elections were fixed for Septem 
ber 21. The interval was a period of almost unprecedented 

political activity in Canada. The Liberals urged the benefit 

of the reciprocity agreement on the voters in every province; 
the Conservatives were equally zealous in denouncing it and 

setting forth the dangers that might ensue if it were ratified. 

Much was made of a remark in one of Mr. Taft's speeches, that 

Canada was "at the parting of the ways," which many orators 

successfully persuaded their hearers really meant that the agree 
ment paved the way for annexation.1 

1 It requires a great stretch of the imagination to read into Mr. Taft's most 

innocent remark any hint, near or remote, of annexation. The speech was de 

livered at Springfield, Illinois, on February n, 1911. The passage which was so 

often quoted against him was, in full, as follows: "We have taken up those 

things that are involved in the Canadian Reciprocity Treaty, because oppor 

tunity offered. Now is the accepted time. Canada is at the parting of the 

23 
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The government was soundly beaten. The opposition gains 
in the two provinces of Quebec and Ontario were sufficient to 
overcome the Liberal majority, and to substitute a Conserva 

tive majority of nearly fifty. 
That the attacks made upon the sincerity and the intentions 

of American public men helped to swell the Conservative ma 

jority will not probably be disputed. That is equivalent to 

saying that the result of the election was not simply and purely 
a verdict of the Canadian people on the question of reciprocity. 

Yet the victory was so sweeping that there is good reason 

to believe that the imputation of sinister motives to American 

public men was needless. Mr. Borden himself did not indulge 
in any denunciations or insinuations. His view of the result, 

expressed after the returns had been received, was as follows: 

In rejecting reciprocity Canada has simply affirmed her adher 
ence to a policy of national development which she has pursued for 

many years. The government, without mandate from the people, 
undertook to reverse that policy, and upon submitting their action 
to the people were defeated. The verdict was in no wise dictated 

by any spirit of unfriendliness to the great neighboring republic. 
No such spirit exists. It is my conception that friendly relations 
can best be maintained if each country preserves complete control 
over its own tariff and enters into no entangling agreements which 

might impair and affect that control. 

Mr. Borden became prime minister in a new government; the 

agreement has not been ratified by Canada; and to the ordi 

nary observer of politics, reciprocity is dead. 

WlNTHROP IN THE LONDON PORT BOOKS. 

Mr. Ford stated that while examining the recently dis 

covered "port books" in the Public Record office, London, 
some thousands in number, he discovered the entries of cargoes 
of ships sent from London to Governor Winthrop in 1634-35, 
on account of the settlement on Massachusetts Bay. As the 

merchandise was free of duty under license of the king, the 

customs required a statement of details; but like entries were 

ways. Shall she be an isolated country, as much separated from us as if she was 

across the ocean, or shall her people and our people profit by the proximity that 

our geography furnishes, and stimulate the trade across the border that nothing 
but a useless, illogical and unnecessary tariff wall created? 

" 
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not found in any other of the London port books. While 

searching for further Winthrop items a number of American 

shipping ventures were noted, and they are now printed to show 
the nature of the entries. As the duties collected on imports 
and exports regulated the returns made by shippers at the 
custom houses, these port books are by no means complete 
as to the movement of shipping. The vessel reported only 
when it contained dutiable merchandise, merchandise made free 
of duty for a specific reason, or articles on which a drawback 
or bounty on export was allowed. A distinction was made be 
tween denizens of the kingdom and strangers, a heavier duty 
being imposed upon the latter. Before the publication of the 
Book of Rates, in 1553, the merchant swore to the value of the 

merchandise, and this valuation the customs officer accepted. 
After 1553 this method was superseded by a fixed valuation as 

found in the book. Such a procedure necessitated a new com 

pilation, usually when the king required money; and editions 
of the Book of Rates were made in 1586, 1608 and 1635. 

Vic?simo nono Jan. i?33[~34] 
In the Elizabeth of Dovare Robart Sergeant mr versus [ ] 

Marmaduke Jauden xxvl new england fishe called Poore John 
taken by Englishmen fre per statute. 

xvij Februar 1633 [-34] 
In le Mary and John of London Robart Scoyer mr versus new 

england. 

John Wenthorpe and comp iiij firkins of ij C wht castle soape 
j barr: iij firkins windowe glasse cost v I, j hhd vinegar of lvj gallons 
ij cases of vj gallons stronge waters iiij hhds pease v barrells of v C 

wht gunpowder ij chests of xxx muskets vj C wht fryinge pans j 
tonne yron j firkin of iij C wht birdinge shott Fother lead in barr 

iiij millstones and Certain things for a mill j chest bookes ij cases j 
Rundlett Juice of Leomans xx Chalders Sea coales London measure 
Free per lie Regis. 

v Martij 16331-34] 
In le Jonas of London Jon Crowther mr versus New England. 
John Wenthorpe Esquier gouernor etc. j chest Iron Bare value 

vl xs j chest appareil value Is j truncke with shirts and other made 
linen value xxx 5 j barr of xv stone beefe value xxx s j muskett, j 
foulinge peece powder and shott value 1 j j firkin butter cost xx s 
Free per lie Regis. 
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vijmo Martij 16331-34] 
In le Recouerye of London Wm Wildye mr versus New England. 
Jon Winthorpe Esquier gouernor and Comp. h?lfe a ton Iron ij 

barr pitche and tarr v smale Rundletts grocerye wares cost iiij / 

iiij C wht yron potts j C xijZ brass kettles v trunks j packe of hous 
hould stuffe and prouisions cost xxx I v chests j case glasse for 

windowes cost x /, x Iron backes for Chimneys j hhd ij Rundlette 
of xx dozen tallowe candles ij C wht of birding shott of lead viij 
Cases j Rondlett of ij hhds Aquavitae j Corslett j bag of j C wht 

Copperas iij hides Free per lie Regis. 

viijmo Martij i633[~34] 
In le Reformacon of London Thomas Graves mr for New England. 
John Winthorpe Esquier gouernor etc vj truncks xx smale paq'tts 

v Chestes of xl yards perpetuannes xvj yards baies v C xliiij ells 
Canvas xiij doz knit woollen hose xxij dozen yrishe stockinge 
Appareil value xxvj / yron worke and Edge to?les value j C xiij I 
haberdashers wares value xiiij / iiij barrels and a h?lfe powder v C 
wht birdinge shott of lead absq subss etc per lie Regis 

In the Reformacon prd. 
Idem John etc. C hhdes xxx firkins of lix quarters wheat meale 

xlviij quarters mault xvj quarters oatmeale xiij quarters pease 
xxxvij firkins butter and suett xxxvij C wht Cheese iij hhdes 

vinegar xvj dozen Candles xxiiij muskets and fowlinge peece 
absq. subss etc per lie Regis 

xij Martij 16331-34] 
In le Jonas of London Jon Crowder mr versus New England. 
John Winthorpe Esquier etc prd j C iiij hhds xvj barrells of lx 

quarters wheate meale xvj quarters pease xxx quarters mault xx 

firkins butter v hhds glasse for windowes other necessaries value 
xl I ix hhds Iron workes value x I v hhds grocerye wares and other 

prouisions value lxiiij I x hhds and chests to?les for smithes and 
other necessaries value xl I xviij Chests xxiiij hhds Appareil hous 
hold stuff bedding etc. per lie Regis. 

xiijto Martii 1633 [-34] 
In le Elizabeth bonaventure of London Tho: Coitmore mr for 

New England. 
Jon: Winthorpe Esquier etc prd. xiij hhdsij killderkins of xliiij 

quarters wheat meale viij hhds of viij quarters mault iiij hhds of 
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iiij quarters oatmeale iiij hhds of iiij quarters pease xvj firkins 
butter x ferkinssuet v C wht ij firkins tallowe Candles of xxx dozen 
xxx Chests divers killderkins x packs Appareil houshold stuff and 
Iron wares value xx/iiij I j hhd sweet oile j tonn Iron potts ij C 

sheepskyns tawed for the prouision of divers passengers per lie 

Regis. 

xxvjto Martii 1634 
In le Elizabeth of London Wm Stagg mr for New England. 

Mathew Cradocke j Hd of iiij C yd. goods Cotton vi dozen of Irishe 

stockings xxx paire shooes j barrell of ij bushells of hemp seed ij 
bushells of flaxe seed ij tons spem Iron per lie Regis. 

xxviijmo Martii 1634 
In the Elizabeth of London prd. 
Jon: Winthorpe Esquier gouernoretc j hhd yron to?les value 

ix I j barrell of vj bushells salte j barrell honny j hhd of grocerye 
and haberdash. wares value vjlxs ixd j barrell of iij C wht promes 
j quarter pease in Caske j barrell of iiij bushells wheat meale j hhd 

vinegar ij Chests Appareil and beddinge. j barrell of dd C pewter 
j hhd with trenchers dishes and other houshold stuff value 1 s 

j dryfatt of beddinge and old linnen value v / j case of ij dozen 

plaine felt hattes j Case windowe glasse ij hhds j fatt iiij barrells 

iiij Chestes j truncke of beddinge and wearing Appareil and Iron 
ware for theire private prouision all value xxx / d1 hhd vinegar j fatt 
of vj C wht kettles j fatt of vj wht fryinge pans j tte of v dozen 
Irishe stockinge lx paire knitt woollen stocking ij dozen whale 
bone bodyes j C and d1 wht pewter absq subss. etc per lie Regis. 

xxxjmo Martij 1634 
In le Elizabeth of London for New England. 
John Winthorpe Esquier etc. prd. xxv hhds vij barrells v kill 

derkins viij firkins iiij Chestes iij Hd. of viij quarters wheate 
meale iiij quarters mault iij quarters pease xij bushells oatmeale 

viij firkins butter and sewet vj C et d1 Cheese ij hhds vinegar 
Grocerye wares value Is Iron workes value \l houshold stuffe, 
appareil for prouision of passengers going thether absq. subss etc. 

per lie. Regis. 

In le Jonas of London for New England. 
Idem Jon: etc. lvj heifers viij mares lx quarters oates iiij 

quarters mault v barrells pease of iiij quarters per lie Regis. 
In the Seaflower of London Henrie Morgan [mr] for New England. 
Idem Jon: etc. prd. xviij Colts xv heifers lx quarters oates 
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xj quarters mault xj quarters barley for prouision of the men and 
Cattle by the waye. per lie Regis. 

ijdo Aprilis 1634 
In the Seaflower of London prd 
Jon: Win thorp etc. prd xxvj hhds iiij barrells, v killderkins vij 

firkins iiij Chestes iiij trunckes of xv quarters wheat meale vj 
quarters mault iij quarters pease iij quarters oar meale ix" firkins 
butter and sewet vj C wht Cheese xvj bushells salt ij hhds 

vinegar windowe glasse value xl s Iron wares value xxvj I fishing 
instrumentes value viij I with bedding etc for provision for the pas 
sengers absq subss etc. per lie Regis. 

Eodem ijdo Aprilis 1634 
In le Seaflower of London prd. 
Jon: Winthorpe Esquier governor etc. ij hhds iiij tte of iij C 

1 ells normandye canvas xj dozen loome worke quoifes value xxx s 

ij C paire knit woollen xiiij dozen Chilldrens woollen stockinges 
Cl Cotton and flannel wastcoates value xl lx Chilldrens wast 
coates value xl 5 ij dozen shirts and smockes value 15 vij dozen 
shooes xlv dozen Irish stockings j barrell pitche j barrell tarr 

ij C wht tard Cordage for the plantation per lie Regis. 

Quinto Aprilis 1634 
In the Planter of London Nico Tracey mr versus New England 
John Winthorpe for prouision for the passengers iiij butts lxx 

hhds xxxiiij barrells xviij kilderkins Iij firkins of xlvij quarters 
of wheate and meale m xxiij quarters malt viij quarters oatmeale 

xvij quarters pease xlviij firkins butter xij firkins sewet xxiij C 
wht Cheese xxv gallons Civell oile viij hhds vinegar grocerye ware 
value Iiij I xlviij bushells salt xvj coarse blankets value iiij I Iron 
workes value xl I haberdashers wares value xxx I Crooked lane 
wares value iij l windowe glass value iij / xxviij dozen candles 

iiij C wht roughe lead Certain necessaries with houshould stuff 
and appareil per lie R. 

In le Planter prd. 
Jon: Winthorpe etc. for prouision for the planters there xj hhds 

xvij chestes xvij trunckes xij tte of v dozen plaine felt hattes 

xviiij lxxij ells Canvas xlv dozen shooes ij C xx paire knitt woollen 

stockings xxvj dozen Irishe stockings Iron workes value liiij I 
Cl muskettes v barrell powder xl gallons Aqua vita x ps. Jeane 
Fustians iij C ells lockromes iiij barr. pitch and tarr iij C wht 
tard Cordage per lie Regis. 
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In le Trewloue of London Jon: Gibbs [mr] for New England. 
?dem Jon: etc. xxiij heifers xxxv quarters meale xij quarters 

pease xij chestes appareils vj firkins butter xij barr. oatmeale 

xxiij hhds mault iij tte xij troncks appareil ij hampers Iron 
wares and pewter xx quarters oates absq. subss. etc. per lie Regis. 

In le Elizabeth and Dorcas Anto: Watts mr for New England. 
Idem Jon: etc. j C hhds. of j C quarters meale lx hhds of xl 

quarters pease xx quarters oat meale in bag xij quarters pease in 
barr xxx firkins butter xiiij firkins nailes x firkins vinegar xxj 
chestes appareil beddinge and stone wares viij Rundletts vinegar 
v Rundletts oile iiij Rundletts of iiij C wht sugar x cases of lx 

gallons stronge waters iiij bundles sawes j butt sacke xij tronckes 

appareil and worne linnen vij quarters mault vj C wht lead wrought 
j bundle shouells spades and spittes ij mill stones xxxv C wht 

wrought Iron three grindlestones xxxij heifers xj mares and 
Colts x goates 1 quarters oates iiij quarters mault iiij bundles 

bedding j tte of j C paire knitt woollen hose ij pactes made 
clothes and bookes vj trunckes appareil and bookes for prouision 
for the passengers absq subss per lie Regis. 

xmo Aprilis 1634 
In le Neptune of London John Vamell mr versus New England 
Jon: Winthorpe Esquier etc for the planters ij hhds sacke j h?lfe 

hhd muscadel j h?lfe hhd veeneager ij barr: of j quarter meale 

j firkin butter j firkin of iij dozen candells j barr: of ij bushells 

pease j Rundlet of vj gallons wormwood wine j Rundlet of viij 
gallons Aquavitae j Rundlet of j gallon sweet oile j barrell wooden 
dishes and platters ij beds ij trunckes iij boxes of linnen Clothe 
and wearinge apparrell j birdinge peece j mare absque subss per 
lie Regis. 

xjmo Aprilis 1634 
In le Planter of London prd 
John Winthorpe etc. for the planters j tte v chestes j barrell 

j killderkin of Iron worke value xl xxviiij paire knitt woollen 

stockinge xx/iiij I Rice v bushells wheat meale v chestes windowe 

glasse value v I goods welche Cottons CL yrds baies absque subss 

per lie Regis. 

xixmo Julij 1634 
In le Phillip of London Rich: Hussy mr versus New England 
John Winthorpe etc. of the Plantacon of matchechusatts baye 

xxvj Colts xj heifers fre per lie Regis. 
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xxjmo Julij 1634 
In le Griffen of London Thomas Babb mr versus New England 
Jon: Winthorpe Esquier Gouernor etc for the passengers xvj 

butts ij Ciiij xx/iiij hhds xij barrells xxx killderkins Iiij firkins 
lxix Chestes and troncks xxiiij tts and packes of C iij quarters 

wheat and wheat meale xx quarters Danske Rye lxvj quarters 
mault xv quarters pease xxij quarters oat meale xxxvj C wht 
Cheese j C xvij firkins butter and suet x hhds vinegar ij hhds 
sider xx | iiij j barr : salt and Grocerye wares value 11 haberdashers 

wares value j C ij I vj C foote windowe glasse fishinge instruments 
value xv I xxxv ells canvas lxx ells lockromes xvij C wht birdinge 
shott of lead v barr et d1 gunpowder Certen other necessaries 
value ij C x I absq. subss. etc. per lie Regis. 

In le Griffen of London prd. 
Idem Jon: etc. for the planters xx|iiij yrds sale clothe ix C ells 

norm. Canvas Cxi ells spruce Canvas v C ells lockromes bed tikes 
value iij I xxij paire coarse blankets xij dozen Yrishe stockinges 
xl dozen mens and xiij doz woemens shooes vj dozen Chilldrens 
shooes Cviij pares bootes Cert. ps. and remnants stuff cost lv I 

packt cum alijs absque subss: per lie Regis. 

xxx mo Aprilis 1634 
In the St. George of London Thomas Smith mr for Canada. 
Sir David Kirke kt etc. vij pipes j barrell of xvj C wht forraigne 

batterye ix firkins of lxvj dozen hatchets iij C Chessells cost iiij I 

vij boxes j firkin of ij C dozen Coarse Sheffield knives iiij bales 
of lx great and smale coarse Coates Cost xxij I xiiij pares of blan 
ketts cost x I xxx pares sheetes Cost viij I xxx shirts cost iiij I ij 
firkins yron worke cost v 11 

S?ptimo Maij 1634 
In le Concord of London Nico. Cranley mr for New foundland. 

Thomas Marsham xv barrells of xlv C wht tynn 

Eodem xxiiijto Maij 1634 
In le Confidence of London Edward Mabb mr versus terra nova 

Sir Wm Courteen j C xx/iiij great ij C xxx smale pigs lead of 

xxxiiij fothers. 

xxx j mo Maij 1634 
In le Jon: of London Nathan: Case mr versus Newfoundland 

Isa: Legaye iij C xxxvj smale lxviij great pigs lead of xxv fothers 

j quarter and j C wht. 

1 
Evidently stock for trading with the Indians. 
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Secundo Julij 1634 
In le Love of London Timothie Binge [mr] versus West India. 

Vos [ ] Banthorpel 

xxij Julij 1634 
In the Bonnybess of London Joseph Baker [mr] for West Indies 

Thomas Marten 

xiiij Julij 1634 
In le Primrose of London Jon: Douglas [mr] for Virginia. 

Hercules Cheney. 

xxvj to Julij 1634 
In le Defence of London Tobias Fellgate mr for Virginia. 

Wm. Cloberry v bales xx barrells iij fatts Cont. xxx Duffells 
cost C iij Z lxx dicker butchers knives xx smale gro. Sheffield 
knives ix C wht forraigne batterye vj C wht wrought yron C 

xxvj dozen hatchettes and heves xx C Auleblades lxj C xx/iiij iiij 
fishhooks cost all 1Z ij groce Jews tromps xx/iiij dozen hawks bells 

xiiij Z bone Combes ij groce j quarter Chilldrens pipes j gro iij 
quarters scissers x dozen launces blades cost xj Z iiij s Cxx straps 
cost xl s lxxv paire blankets cost xxij Z x s. 

xxviij Julij 1634 
In le Philip of London Robert Dennis mr for Somer Islands 

Anto: Peniston. 

vj to Augusti 1634 
In le Thomas Bonaventure for Virginia. 

Richard Roche 

xx mo Augusti, 1634 
In le John and Dorrethie of London, Tho: Barley [mr] for Vir 

ginia. 
Randal Munwaringe 

quinto Septr. 1634 
In le Victorye of London Jon. Flowers mr versus Somer Islands 

Anto. Peniston. 

xix Januarii i635[~36] 
In le Falcon de London Thos. Frish mr a Barbadoes 

Marcus Brant xxx C wtt of Cotton Wooll. 

1 
Only the name of the merchant was copied, as the merchandise was of no 

interest. 

24 
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Primo Junii 1636 
In le Thomas Harris mr a Virginia 
Lucas Jacobs xx C 1 Virginia Tobacco. 

xxviij0 die Julii 1636 
In le Safetie of London Tymie Wynne mr a Virginia 
Fra: Lowdewicke xxx C pound of Virginia Tobacco 

xxix? August 
In le John de London James Waymouth mr a West India 
Robert Tenny: xviij tonnes speckled wood ij C pound cotton 

wooll. 

xxv? Februarii i636[-37] 
In le [Safetie] Tymothy Wynn mr a Virginia 

William Anthony et com. lvj C pound of Virginia tobacco 

vj? Martii 16361-37] 
In le [Safetie] Tymothye winge mr a Virginia 
Fraunces Ladowicke iij C L of Virginia tobacco 

In le Trueloue Wm White mr a Barbadoes 
Marcus Brant xij C pounds of Barbadoes Cotton wooll 

vij? Martii i636[~37] 
In le Thomas Frish mr a Barbadoes 

Marcus Brant x C pound of cotton wooll. 

xv? Martii 16361-37] 
In le Expedition Tho. Clarke mr a Barbadoes 

Marcus Brant xm pound of Cotton wooll xl C wt speckled wood. 

xj? Augusti 1637 
In le Loue de London Alexander Hoyer mr a Barbadoes 
Lewis Lewcis xxxviij pound of Barbadoes Cotton wool. 

xvj? Augusti 1637 
In the Robert Shopton mr a Barbadoes 

Marcus Brant xx/iiij C x Z barbadoes Cotton wooll. 

xxij? Augusti 1637 
In le Robert Shopton mr a barbadoes. 
Idem Marcus xvjm v C pound of Cotton wooll. 
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xxij0 Augusti 1637 
In le Robert Shopton mr a barbadoes 

Marcus Brannt iiijm ijc 11 of Cotton wooll. 

xxx August [1637] 
In le Cassandria de Colona 
For a Merchant Stranger xxm Newfoundland fish 

vj? Septembris 1637 
In le Robert Shopton mr a Barbadoes 

Marcus Brannt xiiijm ij C pound Cotton wooll. 

xxij0 Septembris 1637 
In le Robert Shopton mr a Barbadoes 

Marcus Brant vjm ijc pound of Barbadoes Cotton wooll. 

vj? Octobris 1637 
In le John Hayese mr a Barbadoes 

Marcus Brannt xm iiijc lb of barbadoes Cotton wooll. 

x? Octobris 1637 
In le Alex Foyere mr a Barbadoes 
Gills van Brugg viij C 1 lb Cotton wooll. 

xj Octobris 1637 
In le Robert Shopton mr a Barbadoes 
Idem Lewis [Lewcey] xl C lb. Cotton wooll. 

xxiij Octobris 1637 
In le John Ayles mr a Barbadoes 

John Bave cxxv C barbadoes tobacco. 

iij Februarii 16361-37] 
In le Golden Lyon of Sheene Robt Shopton mr for Barbadoes 

Jon Browne Esqre his Ma'ts founder of Iron Ordnance and 
Marcus Brant his Assigne, ij sakers cast yron of xij C wht absque 

subss p He Regis 

The vth of October 1625 
The May flower of Lowe burd xl tns Thomas Pooley mr from 

Newfoundland. 
Wm May mt xxiiij m of drye and Corre fish 
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The vijth of October 

The Successe of Lowe burd xl tonnes Wm Drewe mr from New 

foundland 
Jno Eager mt ij ts and h?lfe Trayne vail xv / xxiiij m drye and 

Corre fish 

Of the Garthered of [ ] burd xl tons. Nicholas Wymond 
mr from Newland 

Dennis Fitzwilliams mt lxx m of drye and Cor fish and one 
tonne and h?lfe of Trayne vail ix l ix s 

The viij th of October 

Of the Phillip of Lowe burd 1 tonnes Michael Diggens mr from 
Newland 

Daniel Chub et aliis md lx m of drye fish one tonne and h?lfe of 

Trayne vail ix I 

xij? Julii 1622 

In le Maudlyn de Rochelle a Canada 

Henry Armen alj. lxxxviij bever skins i Iij s 

The xth of August, 1627 
Of the Consent of Plymouth, Burd C tonns. Jno Winter Mr from 

Virginia. The same Mr. mds. per warr. dat ut supra. 

Jno. Hinckson md per warr. dat ut supra. 

The xij of August 
Of the Eagle of Plymouth Burd Clx Tons. Arthur Ley mr from 

Virginia. 
Nathaniel Hall mds etc. 

The same daye 
Of the Unicorne of Stourhouse Burd xlt?e tons Wm. Pondye mr 

from Virginia. 
Wm. Rowe mdse etc. 

The xiiijth of August 
Of the Consent of Plymouth burd C tons Jno. Winter Mr from 

Virginia 
Thomas Cramppowrie and Comp. mdse etc. 

The xxvth of August 
Of the Providence of Plymouth burd C ts James R?ndle mr from 

New England 
Edouard Pondye mds etc. 
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The xxvij of August 
Of the Returne of Milbrook Burd C ts. Nathaniell Watters Mr 

from New England. 
Wm Rowe [ ] per warr, etc. 

The xth of September 1627 
Of the Peter of Milbrooke burd xl tons Humfrey Luke mr from 

Newfoundland. 
Wm Rowe Mds, etc. 

The same daye 
Of the Concord of Milbrooke Burd C tns Ellis Blackaller mr 

from Newfoundland 
Wm. Rowe, etc. 

The same daye 
Of the Tryall of Milbrooke burd C Tons Christopher Clampit 

mr from Newfoundland. 
Wm. Rowe, etc. 

The same daye 
Of the Portion of Milbrooke burd C ts. Jno. Blackstone mr from 

Newfoundland 
Richard Rowe, etc. 
Moses Goodyeare 

The same daye 
Of the Wm and Margarett of Stonehouse [Stourhouse ?] burd 

xxx ts. Jno Somers mr from Newfoundland 
Nicholas Bennett, etc. 

The xijth of September 
Of the Speedewell of Milbrooke burd 1 ts Thomas Andrews mr 

from Newfoundland 
Ferdinando Triggs, etc. 

The xviijth of September 
Of the Speedwell of [ ] ton bur. xxx tns Charles Pattley 

rnr from Newfoundland 

Jno Cope mdse, etc. 

The xxijth of September 
Of the Return of Plymouth burd lx ts Jno Tute mr from New 

foundland. 
Abraham Colmer, etc. 
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The vth of October 

Of the Prosperous of Plymouth Burd. C ts. 
mr from Newfoundland. 

Abraham Jennens, etc. 

The xxiijith of October 

The Charles of St Mallowes burden xvj ts. 
from the Edas. 

The Right Hon'ble Earle of Warwick etc. 

Abraham Haddimer 

Capt Long Capt. 

August-Sept 1623 

Lyons Claw of Plymouth 
John 
Globe 

Margaret 
" 

Elizabeth Saltash 
Providence 

" 

Speedwell Milbrooke 
Hector Plymouth 
Adam & Eve 

" 

Anne 
" 

Speedwell 
" 

Elizabeth 

Jonathan 

Salcom 

Plymouth 

N. Newfndland 

lx ts Robert Goodridge mr 
xl ts John Vitterie mr 
lx ts Nicho Webber mr 

xxiiij ts Henry Andrews mr 
xl ts Elias Bourne 

xxiiij Abra. Lattymer 
xl Humfrey Lucks 
1 Thos. Williams 
Ixx Jas. Randell 
xlv Jno Vitterie 
lx Andrew Prause 

xxiij Jno. Torbowe 
lx Christopher Cliffe 

Cxx Jno. Carkit 

John Wilkes and Boston. 

Mr. Ford also contributed a series of letters from the papers 
of John Wilkes, now in the British Museum, (Add. Mss. 

30870 and 30871), being addresses and communications sent 

to him from Boston, 1768-1770. One letter from the Sons of 

Liberty, November 4, 1769, has been printed in Palfrey, 

Life of William Palfrey, as well as extracts from or summa 

ries of other of these communications. Palfrey there prints 
a later letter to Wilkes from William Palfrey, October 30, 

1770, the original of which is not among the Wilkes Papers. 
It was probably sent to the printer, as evidence of such dis 

position is noted on one of the letters in this series. Still 

another of Palfrey's letters to Wilkes, dated March 13, 1770, 
is printed in Proceedings, vi. 480. 
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From the Sons of Liberty. 

Illustrious Patriot, 
? 

The friends of Liberty, Wilkes, Peace and good order to the 
number of Forty five, assembled at the Whig Tavern, Boston, 

New England, take this first opportunity to congratulate your 

Country, the British Colonies and yourself, on your happy return 
to the land alone worthy such an Inhabitant: worthy! as they 
have lately manifested an incontestible proof of virtue, in the 
honorable and most important trust reposed in you by the County 
of Middlesex. 

May you convince Great Britain and Ireland in Europe, the 
British Colonies, Islands and Plantations in America, that you 
are one of those incorruptibly honest men reserved by heaven to bless, 
and perhaps save a tottering Empire. That majesty can never be 
secure but in the Arms of a brave, a virtuous, and united people. 

That nothing but a common interest, and absolute confidence in 
an impartial and general protection can combine so many Millions 
of Men, born to make laws for themselves: conscious and invincibly 
tenacious of their Rights. 

That the British Constitution still exists is our Glory; feeble and 
infirm as it is, we cannot, we will not despond of it. To a Wilkes 

much is already due for his strenuous efforts to preserve it. Those 

generous and inflexible principles which have rendered you so greatly 
eminent, support our claim to your esteem and assistance. To vin 

dicate Americans is not to desert yourself. 
Permit us, therefore, much respected Sir, to express our confidence 

in your approved abilities and steady Patriotism. Your Country, 
the British Empire, and unborn millions plead an exertion, at this 

alarming Crisis. Your perseverance in the good old cause may still 

prevent the great System from dashing to pieces. 'Tis from your 
endeavors we hope for a Royal "Pascite, ut ante, boves," and 

from our attachment to "peace and good order" we wait for a 

constitutional redress: being determined that the King of Great 
Britain shall have subjects but not Slaves in these remote parts 
of his Dominions. 

We humbly present you the Farmer,1 his sentiments are ours. 

If we dare lisp a wish to be indulged with a line from you, a 

direction to John Marston,2 Esq. at the Whig Tavern, Boston, 

1 Dickinson's Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania had recently been printed 
in Boston by Edes and Gill. 

2 2 Proceedings, xn. 141. 
The will of John Marston, dated August 22, proved September 12, 1786, 

mentions wife, Elizabeth, and seven children. In the inventory presented Janu 
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would assuredly reach the hands of, Worthy Sir, your most faithful 
and obed't humble servants 

Benjamin Kent 
Tho. Young CCommittee of the 

Benjamin Church, Junr j 
Sons of Liberty in 

John Adams [the Town of Boston. 

Joseph Warren 

Boston, 6 June, 1768. 

From John Wilkes. 
Gentlemen: 

I am extremely honoured by your letter, and the valuable 

present which accompanied it. Nothing cou'd give me more sat 
isfaction than to find the true spirit of Liberty so generally diffus'd 
thro' the most remote parts of the British Monarchy. I thank 

you very heartily for the generous and rational entertainment of 
the Farmer's Letters, in which the cause of freedom is perfectly un 

derstood, and ably defended. 
As a member of the Legislature, I shall always give a particular 

attention to whatever respects the interests of America, which I 
believe to be immediately connected with, and of essential moment 

to, our parent country, and the common welfare of this great po 
litical system. After the first claims of duty to England, and of 

gratitude to the County of Middlesex, none shall engage me more 
than the affairs of our Colonies, which I consider as the propugna 
cula imperii, and I know how much of our strength and weight 

we owe to, and derive from, them. 

I will ever, Gentlemen, avow myself a friend to universal liberty. 
I hope freedom will ever flourish under your hemisphere as well as 

ours, and I doubt not from your spirit and firmness that you will 
be careful to transmit to your posterity the invaluable rights and 

franchises, which you receiv'd from your ancestors. Liberty I 
consider as the birth-right of every subject of the British empire, 
and I hold Magna Charter to be in as full force in America as in 

Europe. I hope that these truths will become generally known and 

ary 2, 1786, are mentioned a dwelling house and land on Copps Hill [Sheafe 
and Snow Hill Streets], a dwelling house and land on Fore [now North] Street 

and a dwelling house corner of Black Horse Lane. Among his debts he owed 

money to the estate of John Rowe, John Ruggles and other "pa trio ts." The 

location of his tavern at the date of this letter is in doubt, Mr. Pierce placing it 

on King Street or on Merchant's Row. 2 Proceedings, x. 38. In 1752 he 

kept the Golden Ball, in Merchants Row, near the Dock, opposite the Town's 

Warehouse. Memorial History of Boston, n. 466 n; Boston Town Records, 1758 

1769. 
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acknowledge thro' the wide-extended dominions of our Sovereign, 
and that a real union of the whole will prevail to save the whole, 
and to guard the public liberty, if invaded by despotic ministers 
in the most remote equally as in the central parts of this vast empire. 

It shall be the study of my life, Gentlemen, to give you and all 

my fellow subjects the clearest proofs that I have at heart the 
wellfare and prosperity of every part of this great Monarchy. The 

only ambition I feel is to distinguish myself as a friend of the rights 
of mankind, both religious and civil; as a man zealous for the 

preservation of this constitution and our Sovereign, with all our 

laws and native liberties that ask not his leave, if I may use the expres 
sion of Milton. My conduct shall be steady and uniform, directed 
in every point by an obedience to the laws, and a reverence to the 

Constitution. 
The favourable opinion, which you are pleased to express of me, is 

a great encouragement and a noble reward of my efforts in the 
service of this Kingdom. I hope to shew myself not quite unworthy 
of an honour, which I feel as I ought. I am, with great regard, 
Gentleman, your oblig'd and faithfull humble Servant, 

John Wilkes. 
King's Bench Prison, July 19, 1768. 

To the Gentlemen of the Committee of the 
Sons of Liberty in the Town of Boston. 

From the Sons of Liberty.1 
Sir: 

Your very obliging favor we received by Capt. Bruce 2 the 18 
ultimo. The members were immediately assembled, and inex 

pressible was the satisfaction of our regale on the genuine sentiments 
of a worthy Briton. 

Your health, your friends and cause were the toasts of the evening. 
We congratulated ourselves on our well plac'd confidence, and pre 

sumed much on the exertions of such a Martyr to universal Liberty. 
We feel with fraternal concern that Europe in a ferment, America 

on the point of bursting into flames, more pressingly require the 

Patriot-senator, the wise and honest Counsellor, than the desolat 

ing conqueror. Your noble disdain of inadequate ministers and 

contemptible salary hunters has by no means impair'd our sense of 
the dignity of a Freeman, or the importance of defending his mi 
nutest privilege against the determined invasion of the most formi 

1 
By Captain Scott: received Nov. 7, 1768, in the King's Bench Prison. 

? Note by Wilkes. 
2 

James Bruce, who in 1773 brought over one of the cargoes of tea. 

25 
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dable power on earth. And did not a British affection, and hopes of 
a speedy reform in British councils sooth and restrain a too well 
founded resentment; no one can divine what long e'er now had been 
the condition of the creatures of that administration which has filPd 

Great Britain and the Colonies with high and universal discontent. 
Has almost unhinged their commercial and political connections. 
Has annihilated the constitutional legislature of this Province. Has 

turn'd our Parliament-house into a mainguard. Issued orders to 

evacuate our Province Factory of its inhabitants to convert it 
into a Barrack for soldiers, after sufficient provision had been made 
elsewhere. And endeavor'd by pitiful art and emissaries to effect 

what usurp'd and stretch'd authority dared not to pursue. 
Can Britons wish to see us abandon our lives and properties to 

such rapine and plunder? To become traitors to that Constitution 
which for ages has been the citadel of their own safety. To acknowl 

edge fellow subjects for absolute sovereigns, that by our example 
they may be the more readily reduced to absolute slaves. 

Is our reluctance to oppose Brother to Brother deemed a prospect 
of our submission? Or e contra is a mere presumption that indigna 
tion and despair must hurry us on to violent measures, ground 
sufficient to treat us with all the parade of a triumph over vanquish'd 

Rebels? Humiliating as this may seem, it is, Sir, the case of a ter 

ritory containing near four hundred and fifty thousand inhabitants, 
which has never hitherto produced a single Jacobite. 

With ardent wishes for your speedy enlargement; elated expec 
tarions of sharing in your impartial concern for your Country, 
the spreading empire of your Sovereign whereon extended, we re 

main, unshaken Hero, your steady friends and much obliged hum 
ble Servants, Benja Kent 

Thos. Young 

Benj. Church, Jr. 

John Adams 

Joseph Warren 

Numerous friends in the Colonies discovering a great desire to 
see your letter to us, we presume to prefer their request for your 
leave to its publication. 

Boston, October 5,1768. 

From Benjamin Kent. 

Dear Sir Boston, October 5, 1768. 

Having been so happy as to have read some of your writings, 
and fancying my self somewhat acquainted with Mental Physi 
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ognomy, I was very desirous of being better acquainted with a man 

whose mental Features seemed as strongly mark't as those of his 
Face. This occasioned a Letter from the Committee of the Sons of 

Liberty to Mr. Wilks. 
And to my own inexpressible pleasure and satisfaction, and greatly 

to your deserved Honor and Esteem, we received yours by Capt. 
Bruce. 

I remember my Lord Shaftsbury somewhere has this thought: 
"The more nearly you approach to the greatest and best personages, 
the more easy, delighted, and happy you are. " 

I was a dissenting minister about thirty years since; but I was 
so happily industrious as to finish my Great Work of the Gospel 

Ministry in about three years, and then was cashiered for Heresy. 
Of late I have attended the Church of England, but, thank God, 
I can distinguish between the Religion of the State, and the Re 

ligion of the Man, to which distinction I know you are no stranger. 
And this I suppose was the Occasion of your having privately 
laugh't at the Athenasian creed, as it is absurdly calPd: for it is 

impossible out of mere Words or Sounds, without Ideas (which even 
the Orthodox confess is the case) to make any creed at all. 

Having thus made myself thus free with you, and being encour 

aged by Lord Shaftsbury, I must tell you, that when in one of the 
North Britons * 

(which I suppose was wrote by you) I read the de 

scription of God's coming down from Heaven in all the pomp of 
Dress and Equipage, and this Expression, "snuffling up Incense 
like a gratious God, 

" 
at first it was somewhat shocking, but upon 

Reflection, I concluded you had in your mind the common popular 
Deity, or Jewish God only. For, to alter an old verse, 'Tis not the 
Parson or the pretious Word, But 'Tis the Worshiper who makes the 
God. Yet I assure myself that you are, and always will be, a sound 

Theist, and I believe a good man too : and this I presume is religion 
enough for the man, and let the state take care for itself. 

I am the more desirous to know if I am right in my conclusion 

concerning you, because I have often heard you charg'd by our ras 

cally Tories in Boston, with being an abominable blasphemer, and 

uncommonly wicked. But I know the last charge is false. 
For my own part I have the most profound veneration of the 

surpreme Being, and yet I really think the Car?cter of the God 
of the Vulgar, or of the God of Ab?m, Is?c, and Ja?b, if 

you please, in many respects is as bad as that of the D?1, and in 

1 In 1769 an American issue of the Works of John Wilkes, in three volumes, was 

advertised. See Evans, American Bibliography, rv. 159. Two numbers of the 

North Briton were printed at New York in 1769. Ib., 211. 
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one respect much worse, for I think the Devil is never allow'd 
to be really omnipotent. 

Pray excuse me (for if I am troublesome, you may thank yourself 
for it). I tell my acquaintance that you are the Author of the Eligy 
on Mr. Pit, tho' I confess I never heard any one say so. 

I never expect to see what you wrote on Women, but if I should 
find anything which is called too Luscious, I assure you I am well 
fortified by the revolution of sixty cold North American winters, 

which have hoar'd my head; but I retain, thank God, a liberal and 
honest mind; which occasions a sincere concern for Great Britain 
and the Colonies. I remember the Fable of the Cock in the stable 

among the Horses: "Pray Gentlemen, don't let us tread on one 
another. 

" 

It's plain to me the ministry at Home despise our concern for 
Great Briton, but let 'em remember the Supreme Being himself 

governs and draws us to himself by the Cords of love and by the 
Bands of a man, and not of a Brute. 

Extreem Right was it with them (which by the way is utterly 
denied) yet to treat us as they have done, must be extreem wrong. 
But I can have but little hope of relief from these men, who are so 

extreemly offended at what they call blaspheemous Words, but whose 
whole lives are one continued course of blaspheemous conduct and 
behaviour. 

If any thing short of a miracle can save Great Britain and the 
Colonies (for it seems to me they must stand or fall together) my 
hopes are placed on you, and a few more brave, Just and Tenacious 

men, under God, whose car?cter is so finely describ'd by Horace, 
which must h.ave been often in your mind. 

Justum et tenacem propositi virum 

-quatit mente solida 

Dear Sir, I have the pleasure to acquaint you that you stand very 
high in the Estimation of a great many, the most worthy among us, 
as well as of your Friend, 

Benja. Kent. 

From William Palfrey. 
Sir: 

I scarcely know what apology to make for troubling you with a 

letter, especially as I have not the honour of being known to you 
even by name. 

My chief intention is to send you the inclos'd Newspapers, in 
which are begun a series of letters said to contain a "full answer to 
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the Farmer's."1 How far the author has made good his vain glori 
ous boast I leave you to judge. Whenever the remainder are pub 
lished I shall take the Liberty to send them to you. 

Permit me, Sir, to add, that I shall esteem myself happy in re 

ceiving a Line from you, acknowledging the receipt of this, if you 
can find leisure from the great and important concerns in which 

you are engaged. Great indeed! when the fate of Wilkes and America 
must stand or fall together. 

Your numerous friends here are waiting with great anxiety to 
hear of your being reinstated in the service of your Country. Your 
Enemies (for you have a few even in America) dread that Event. We 

feel, even in these remotesft] parts of the Earth, the effects of minis 
terial despotism: but are not yet reduc'd tamely to kiss the rod. 

We promise ourselves much from your endeavors to stem that tor 
rent of corruption which "like a general flood, has delug'd all" 
to the eternal disgrace of the British Nation. I could add more, but 
the Vessell being just ready to sail obliges me to subscribe myself, 
your most obed't, tho' unknown humble servt. 

Wm. Palerey. 

Boston, N. E., 21 Feby., 1769. 

From John Wilkes. 

King's Bench Prison, March 30,1769. 

Gentlemen: 

I should sooner have acknowledged the very great honour 
of the letter Captain Bruce delivered to me, but from a real 
tenderness for you, and the other friends of liberty in America, 
still more than from my own important concerns, I did hope, that 
the spirit of persecution, which had gone forth against you, would 
have abated, and that I should have had it in my power to congratu 
late you on the recovery of your rights. If I had been permitted to 
take my seat in the House of Commons,. I should have been eager to 

move the repeal of the late Act, which lays the new duties on paper, 
paint, and other articles. I would have done this from the full per 
suasion not only of its being highly impolitic and inexpedient in my 
idea, but likewise absolutely unjust and unconstitutional, a direct 
violation of the great fundamental principles of British liberty. 
The present Session has been in many instances most unfavorable 
to public liberty, but I hope that the next, and a more upright 

Administration, will restore all the subjects of the British Empire 
1 

Begun in The Boston Evening Post, February 6, 1769. Ten letters were 

printed, the last appearing June 5. They were communicated to the paper by 
"L. P. 

" 
and are signed "N. P. 

" 
No separate issue appears to have been made. 
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to the possession of their rights, and I wish to enjoy the sat 
isfaction of contributing to so noble a work. 

I have read with grief and indignation the proceedings of the 

Ministry with regard to the Troops order'd to Boston, as if it 
were the capital of a province belonging to our enemies, or in the 

possession of rebels. Asiatic despotism does not present a picture 
more odious in the eye of humanity, than the sanctuary of justice 
and law turned into a main-guard. I admire exceeding your pru 
dence and temper on so intricate an occasion, maintaining at the 

same time your own dignity and the true spirit of liberty. By this 
wise and excellent conduct you have disappointed your enemies, 
and convinced your friends that an entire reliance is to be had on 
the supporters of freedom at Boston in every occurrence, however 

delicate or dangerous. Your moderation prevented the effusion 
of blood, which we have seen by the military in St. George's Fields 
on the most frivolous pretext, and in the most inhuman way. 

I submit to you, Gentlemen, the propriety of a publication of 

any letters which may pass between us. You are the true judges 
for what may respect the new world. Perhaps while I am doom'd 
to this prison, unfair advantages might be taken against me, which 
I should find it difficult to overcome. I leave, however, the whole 
to your mature consideration, with the truest assurance that in 

whatever way I can serve the generous cause of liberty, I will 
be active and zealous. You will always oblige me by pointing out 
the particulars respecting yourselves. I am, Gentlemen, with 
truth and regard, your affectionate, and faithfull, humble Servant, 

John Wilkes. 

To the Gentlemen of the Committee of the Sons of Liberty in 
the Town of Boston. 

From William Palfrey. 

Worthy Sir: 

My last to you inclos'd the three first Letters intended as 
an answer to the celebrated Farmer, at which time I promis'd 
to send you the remainder as they were published: agreeable to 

which you will receive the inclos'd from my good friend Mr. 

Hayley.1 Perhaps at a leisure hour (if any such you have) you 
may entertain yourself with reading the Journal of the transactions 
in this Town,2 and from thence form some judgment of our present 
distress'd situation. 

It is said, "Ambition knows no bounds. 
" 

Arbitrary and despotic 
1 

George Hayley. 
2 Printed in The Boston Evening Post. 
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Ministers think the three Kingdoms too small a field for the exercise 
of their capacity, and in order to gratify the incessant cravings of 

Luxury, extravagance and dissipation have extended their ravages 

to America, whose tender infancy must be crush'd to atoms under 

their oppression, unless some speedy relief is found; .but alas! 
such is the prevalence of corruption that we remain almost with 
out hope. 

Your friends in America find with the utmost grief and concern, 
that Ministerial malice still follows you and baffles all your pro 

jections for the good of Great Britain and its dependencies, but I 

hope the time is not far off, when a weak and wicked Administration, 
and all their corrupt tools, shall be made to tremble at the name 
of Wilkes. 

It gives me great pleasure to see from under your hand that "your 
courage is not appalPd nor your spirits the least abated by the vio 
lent persecution you have undergone." Go on, Sir, to maintain that 

steady fortitude and unshaken perseverance you have hitherto 

possessed, and you may bid defiance to the utmost malice of your 
powerfull enemies. 

I find myself under a necessity once more to apologize for the un 

solicited freedom I have taken in addressing you, but hope my Zeal 
for the cause in which you are so nobly engag'd will plead a sufficient 
excuse. 

I am, with the greatest respect, your most obed't h'ble Serv't. 
Wm. Palfrey. 

Boston, April 12, 1769. 

From Joseph Warren. 

Boston, New England, April 13, 1769. \ 

Much respected Sir: 

Whilst with English Fortitude you bear the repeated shocks 
of Ministerial Oppression, and with an Equanimity peculiar to 

yourself persevere in defending the true Honor of the King, the 

vigour of the Constitution, and the Rights of the Subjects, every 

uncorrupted Briton must consider you as the Man in whose 
Fortunes He and his Posterity are deeply interested. A weak Ad 
ministration has reduced the State to such Exigencies as threaten 
destruction to the Empire. There is an absolute Necessity for 

pointing out and remedying past Errors. But they who have 
caused the Public Calamities, far from compassionating their dis 
tress'd Country, have employed their whole Power to crush every 

Man who has Ability to discover, and Firmness to pursue the na 
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tional Welfare against the Influence of a misguided Court. Your 

expulsion from the seat in the House of Commons to which you 
was so Honorably elected and for which you are so eminently 
qualified, has filled America with Grief. Your inflexible Patriot 
ism has brought upon you the Resentment of the Enemies of 

Freedom, But has secured to you the Confidence of your Fellow 

subjects in every Part of his Majesty's Dominions. 

Judges and Senators have been bought for Gold, 
Esteem and Love were never to be sold. 

I am fully persuaded that our most gracious King, ever attentive 
to the Happiness of his People, will soon chastise the Audacity of 
those who have ventured to attempt to deceive Him. And I have 
a strong Faith that the Voice of Truth, even from distant America, 

will reach the royal ear, and that the false and cruel Representa 
tions which have brought upon this slandered Country the dis 

pleasure of our Sovereign, whose faithful and loyal Subjects it is our 

Glory to be, will soon appear in their true Garb. May the happy 
Time come when the Iron Rod of Oppression shall be broken. 
When our benevolent Sovereign, aided by wise and Patriotic Coun 

sellors, and faithful Servants abroad shall diffuse the inestimable 

Blessings of Liberty through every Part of the Empire. But you 
feel more than I can express; I therefore take my Leave, begging 
you would excuse my Freedom in writing to you, and believe me 
to be, with that sincere Regard which distinguished Merit demands, 
your most obedient humble Servant, 

Jos. Warren. 

P. S. I had the Honor (by the Desire of a number of Gentlemen) 
of writing to you some time past in conjunction with four other 

Persons; but most of them being now out of Town, I have taken 
the Liberty of writing singly. The next Vessell will carry a Letter 
from the Persons above referred to, acquainting you with some 

particulars relative to America. If I may, without too great Pre 

sumption, expect the Favour of a Letter from you, it will come to 
me by being directed to Joseph Warren, Boston, Physician. 

From William Palfrey. 

Boston, June 13, 1769. 

Sir, 
I have just received the letter you did me the honour to 

write by Capt. Hall.1 I shall be very happy if I can contribute 

1 
James Hall, also concerned in bringing a tea cargo to Boston. He arrived 

on June 2, six weeks from London. 
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to your entertainment, and am much pleas'd to find that my send 

ing the answer to the Farmer's letters was agreeable to you. 

From my situation in business I am well acquainted with most 

of the Ship-masters in the London trade, and shall with the greatest 

pleasure continue to send you the newspapers, and any political 

pamphletts that may be publish'd here. 
- Your Letter to the Committee of the sons of liberty I immediately 

communicated; they will do themselves the honour to answer it 

by the next opportunity. 
The inclosed is a copy of a deposition communicated to me by 

a Gentleman of distinction in this Province,1 which I caused to be 

published, with a short introduction, in the Boston Gazette of 

Monday the 12th of June, in order to let the world know what was 
to be expected from a man, who after making the most solemn 

protestations of fidelity to the town, and attachment to the interest 
and welfare of the nation, could be guilty of the scandalous crime 
of robbing the revenue. I send it to you, Sir, to make what use 

you may think proper, but can't help expressing my wish, that it 

may be republish'd with some remarks, that our brethren in Great 
Britain may know the man.2 

\ We have just receiv'd the agreeable news that our Governor is 
order'd home, and that the troops are to be remov'd: this seems to 
be a favorable omen, and I hope e'er long we shall be made happy in 
the possession of all our just rights and privileges, and that they 

may be continued to the latest posterity. 
I have no reason to doubt your zeal in the cause of liberty: Your 

enemies as well as your friends are well convinced of it: but I con 

sider it as a peculiar hardship, that the man who so generously 
has exerted himself to secure the freedom of others, should be 

depriv'd of his own; however, I hope the time is at hand, when 

Justice will take the place of ministerial vengeance, and restore you 
to that honorable office, to which you have been repeatedly called 

by your fellow-citizens, that you may thereby be the better enabled 
to improve your abilities for the public advantage. 

I refer you to the public prints which I herewith send you, for 
an account of the proceedings of our Assembly now sitting. You 
will see they are very far from being bullied into a slavish submission 
to ministerial measures. 

I sincerely wish you a speedy deliverance from your present 
1 

John Temple. 
2 

Sampson Toovey, clerk to James Cockle, collector of customs at Salem, 

deposed that Cockle received gratuities from the captains of vessels entering 

Salem, and shared them with Governor Bernard. See Palfrey, Life of William 

Palfrey, (2 Sparks' Am. Biog. vu.) 365. 

26 
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confinement, a continuation of health, and an accession of every 
enjoyment that may tend to render life agreeable. I have the 
honor to be, with the greatest respect, Sir, your obliged, and very 
humble servant, 

Wm. Paltrey. 

From Thomas Young. 

Boston, July 6, 1769. 
Sir: 

On reception of your last for Capt. Hall in the Paoli, we 

assembled, and after spending 'the evening very agreeably four 

gentlemen were added to the committee. Waiting for the reso 
lutions of the General Court with some degree of expectation, 
it was judged proper to defer a formal answer to you till these were 

finished: and Doctr. Church was ordered to present you with 
the compliments of the committee and this notice per Capt. 

Robson. 

Having once before presumed to write you a private letter, and 
still flattering myself that little articles of intelligence will be re 
ceived at least without disgust, I proceed to say, that my large 
acquaintance with the present disposition of this and the two neigh 
boring Colonies of Connecticut and New York, enables me to assure 

you that the great power of a true spirit of freedom to preserve, 
not only its friends but most ill-deserving enemies was never more 

conspicuous than at this promising juncture. The unanimity 
of all the Colonies, the exhilarating advice of the increase of your 
party, seem to us sufficient to deter the most adventrous desperado 
from risquing further experiments on a people who need but a 

spark to set them all in flames. 
We see by the prints that some petit maitre has been pleased to 

write his friend in London, that the Americans were very cautious 
of exposing their own dear persons to the injuries of bullets and bay 
onets. You have seen that young Corbett was not altogether so 
delicate with Lt. Panton. The tryal of that cause by a bunch of 
crown officers gave much umbrage to the people. Our learned and 

patriotic lawyers, Jas. Otis and Jno. Adams, Esqrs., exerted all their 

powers to avoid it and obtain a tryal by jury, which tho' counte 
nanced by the very statutes by which this new mode is established 

was overruled.1 

There is much uneasiness with the conduct of our Justices since 

they begin to feel the influence of the reforming plan. If the tran 

1 
Proceedings, xliv. 423, 429. 
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quillity of the people be the proper object of the law, this has cer 

tainly been greatly mistaken by the late administration. 

By this ship you will have the substance of the resolves of our 

House. They were hurried through lest a dissolution might have 

prevented them seeing light under their present sanction in any 
form. They are supposed to have strung our Governor most 

sensibly. How General Gage will relish his share of them you 
will imagine at leisure. 

The mands and countermands of the regiments with us give 
us a contemptible estimation of their moving powers. Sir F[ranci]s/ 
it seems, can retain them with a nod, at the wag of a comtmissionelr's 
finger, but cannot for a moment remove them from the door of the 
senate house in compliance to the very soul and spirit of the consti 
tution relative to the freedom of elections. Such powers to protect 
the plunderers and assassins of the people, and them only, have 
doubtless an indisputable right to expect the most zealous support 
from the people. 

Our eyes are at present fixed on the county of Middlesex: we 

wait with impatience their modus operandi, disposed to follow them 
as far as they appear to us to follow the restorer of Britain's empire. 
But should crucifixions or apostasies defeat our every hope from 
them or you, non-obedience and most obstinate resistance to every 
effort of despotism shall mark our age and country to all succeed 

ing generations. 
I hope, dear Sir, you will not feel too much fatigued with the 

number of persons which court your attention from this side the 
water: it would be indiscreet even to wish you to trouble yourself 
with particular answers to each. You will judge this took rise from 

your last paragraph. I shall think myself well employed in con 

veying such articles as seem worth your notice and not likely to 
reach you otherwise. 

One thing I must suggest as a real friend to the land of my an 

cestor's nativity, and head of the empire to which I glory in my 
connexion, that unless matters are a little hastened towards an 

accommodation, a distaste of the manufactures of Britain will rise 
to a settled aversion, the consequence of which must be fatal to 
that Island, whose situation among potent enemies renders it indis 

pensable that it be always full of men; and these sound policy would 

wish manufacturers. 

With ardent wishes for the prosperity of your person, interest, 
and cause, I am, Sir, your most devoted humble servt. 

Tho. Young. 
1 Bernard. 
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From Benjamin Church, Jr. 

Boston, nth July, 1769. 

Much Respected Sir: 

The Committee of the Sons of Liberty resident in Boston, having 
commission^ me to plead their Excuse for not duly acknowledging 
your favour of March 30th, I embrace the Opportunity agreeable to 
their Appointment, to address you with the reasons of their delay. 

The Coincidence as to time, of the session of the General As 

sembly, and the annual Business of the Circuit Courts, has oc 
casion'd the Absence of a considerable number of the Brethren of 
this Society. 

The General Court on their obstinate Refusal to transact the 
business of the Province in this Town, while in the Possession of 
the Soldiery, has been adjourned to Cambridge by Gov. Bernard; 
rather than comply with their Request to remove the military 
during their Session. 

The Friends of the Constitution on this Continent are still in 

Effort, the liberal Principles of ancient Britons are alive and active 
in us their Descendants; and I doubt not we shall ever exhibit 
incontestible Proofs of inflexible Firmness and intrepidity when 
that first, best, dearest Object, our Freedom, is in Jeopardy. 

We shall esteem it our principal Duty, when We can avail Our 
selves of the Assistance of the Members now absent, more expressly 
to acknowledge your last singular favour: Interim permit me to 

present you with the most unfeigned regards of each Individual of 
this Society; and particularly to improve this Occasion to assure 

you of the great Veneration and Esteem of, Hon'd Sir! your devoted 
Friend and faithful humble SerVt. _ ~ T , 

Benja Church, JyN r. 

From William Palfrey. 
Sir: 

By this opportunity I send you the newspapers publish'd 
since my last. You will perceive the answerer of the Farmer's 
letters has very wisely drop'd the Controversy; sensible, no doubt, 
of the futility of his own arguments, and the manifest superiority 
of his learned and patriotic antagonist. 

I also send you the answer of the Council to Governor Bernard's 
libellous letters to the Ministry; they are wrote, as I humbly con 

ceive, with that honest freedom, and intrepid firmness which 
has ever distinguish'd the Council of the Massachusetts-Bay, and 
cannot fail of carrying conviction home to the minds of every per 
son unbiass'd by ministerial influence and corruption: and if Justice 
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takes place they must operate to the destruction of the execrable 

wretch, who has been the chief cause of all our misery. 
By the last packett from London we are inform'd by the Min 

istry, that the revenue Acts will be repeal'd at the opening of 
the next session of Parliament. This possibly may be an artifice 
to induce the Colonists to a Fall importation, and thereby employ 
the British Manufacturers and take off their attention to public 

measures; but I trust they will ever be upon their guard, and not 
suffer themselves to be dup'd with specious promises; more especially 
as the Ministry still reserve a claim to a supreme legislation in all 
cases whatever, which I am fully persuaded the Colonies never can, 
nor ever will submit to : so that the controversy does not appear to 
me to be so near its end, as some people fondly imagine. 

Among the many disadvantages we have experienced from the 
residence of a military force in the body of this Metropolis, the ob 
struction of Justice has been none of the least. A Soldier may in 
sult and abuse a Citizen, and if a civil process should be issued against 
him for the offence, he will be sure to meet with the countenance and 

protection of the Crown Officers: either the Attorney General will 
enter "nolle prosequi," or the venal and dependent Judges will 
inflict a slight punishment, by no means adequate to the crime: 

We have had two notable instances of this kind of management 
lately, one in an Officer of a Man of War,1 who with force and fire 
arms loaded with Ball and Swan shot (which he actually discharg'd 
at a number of people), rescued a prisoner for debt then in the cus 

tody of the Sheriff of the County: This high-handed offender was 
tried at the superior Court, and fin'd in the moderate sum of ten 

pounds only. The manifest partiality of the Judges gave great 
offence, and the rather as at the same Court, three men were tried 
and found" guilty of an assault upon an infamous fellow, an un 

derstrapper in the Customs, whom they tarr'd, feather'd and carted, 
without doing him any other personal injury, those men were fin'd 

severally, from ?50 to ?70, were oblig'd to find security for their 

good behaviour, and stand committed until sentence should be per 
form'd. Is this Justice? do the Americans complain without reason? 

The other instance was in a Soldier of the 14th Regt, who was 
carried before a magistrate for knocking down a Man in the Market: 

while he was under examination he made a forcible escape to the 

door, where he was receiv'd by a number of soldiers station'd there 
for the purpose. The Constable attending was very much wounded 

with Bayonets in endeavoring to recover his prisoner; but in spite 
of all opposition, the soldiers carried him off in triumph. A Lieut, 
of the same Regiment was present, but tho' he was repeatedly 

1 Samuel Fellows. The name of the sheriff's prisoner was Josiah Merrill. 
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desir'd to hinder the soldiers from effecting their purpose, he abso 

lutely refus'd to interfere. 
I should not have troubled you with these anecdotes, but only 

to let you know in what manner "peace and good order" are pre 
serve, and the "dignity of Government'' maintain'd among us. 
Such behaviour may perhaps be sport with some people, but it is 
certain death to our constitution, if such daring outrages are suffer'd 
to continue for any length of time. My blood boils when I reflect 
that "a regard for peace and good order, the honor of the nation, 
and the dignity of Government 

" are made a pretence to rob us of 
all those inestimable blessings. 

The Merchants meet this afternoon, to take into consideration 
the alluring bait thrown out by the Ministry. I am confident they 

will be as firm against promises as threats. I shall have the honor 
to transmit you their resolutions, as this Vessell will not sail 'till 
tomorrow.1 

The society of the friends of Liberty have directed me to for 
ward you two Turtles, of which they beg your acceptance as a small 

testimony of the great esteem and respect they have for your 
magnanimity and perseverance in the cause of constitutional free 

dom: They are now in fine order, one weighs 45 lb., the other 47, 

making in the whole 92 lb. which is the Massachusetts patriotic 
number. I have engaged Capt. Hood's particular attention to 

them, and hope they will arrive safe, and afford you and your 
friends an agreeable repast. 

The Gentlemen of our Committee have been hinder'd by many 
important avocations from answering your last letter, but intend 
to do themselves the honor by a Vessell which will sail in ten days. 

If it would not be giving you too much trouble I should be oblig'd 
to you for the North Britons, with the continuation: That justly 
celebrated performance has never appear'd here/but in detach'd 

pieces. Mr. Hayley will do me the favour to forward them. 
Mr. Adams, the Clerk to our house of Assembly, has promis'd 

me a copy of the Letter wrote by them to the house of Burgesses in 

Virginia. If I can procure it in season, shall send it by this oppor 

tunity, otherwise by the next Vessell. 
Governor Bernard embarks on Sunday next on board the Rip pon. 

You may therefore expect him soon. I hope he will meet with a re 

ception suitable to his merit. 
I beg leave to subscribe myself, Sir, your most obed't humble 

Serv,t Wm. Palfrey. 

Boston, 26 July, [1769.] 
1 

Printed in the Boston Gazette, July 31, 1769. 
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From Thomas Young. 

Boston, 3d August, 1769. 

Sir: 

Tho' the members added to our committee were gentlemen 
of the first character, and spirit, in the cause of their country; 
yet I blush to say, that all the efforts used to get the finishing hand 

put to our public letter to you have proved ineffectual. The truth 
is there is such a rapid succession of interesting events that every 
day opens a new scene and renders what might be very proper 
yesterday, today quite impertinent. 

My soul feels the obligation under which we lye to transmit you 
every article of importance that happens on our side. 

The late ministerial finesse has had full effect, but very different 
from what was intended. Our merchants here, and indeed all over 
the continent, seem more and more in good earnest determined to 
come to the last extremity, and then die by sword or famine, rather 
than drag an ignominious and precarious life in subjection to the 

caprice of any. 

No step is neglected by us that can ever so remotely contribute to 
the honor or interest of the common cause. Our late worthy Gov 
ernor embarked on board the Rippon Man of War, the ist. inst. 
10 o' A. M. He was saluted by a discharge of 15 of the Castle guns. 

As soon as the ship was perceived under sail, a large St. George's 

Flag was displayed on Liberty tree, another on Mr. Hancock's 

wharf, the bells were set to ringing, which with the firing of small 

cannon, continued till sunset. A bon-fire was at dark lighted on 
fort hill in plain sight of the ship, whence Sir Francis had the satisfac 
tion to witness the festivity of the people at his departure. 

You may rest assured that a bare report of resolutions to recom 
mend a redress of our grievances will scarce produce such precipi 
tate complacencies in us as your ministerial gentry wou'd feign to 
believe. 

Nothing less than an entire change of men and measures will 
ever regain the confidence of the Americans. They know their 

strength, they see the necessity of continuing their quiet admoni 

tions, till our common rights are not only acknowledged, but more 

firmly established, than the troubles of the state have hitherto 
admitted. 

The conduct of our Gillams and MacCloughans has been so 

fully handed you by my good friend, Mr. Palfrey, that I excuse my 
self on that head; and advise you that at writing this I am informed 
the merchants are now in consultation of further measures for the 

general good, in which none more heartily wish their success, or 
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yours, than, worthy Sir, your unfeigned friend and most obedient 
humble serv't, Th0Si Young 

4th. 8o'a.m. The zeal and assiduity of the merchants have 

gained over some of the principal non-conformists to their agree 
ment; and there is no doubt but the whole will accede, as there will 
be no omission or relaxation in pushing this dernier of mild measures 
with vigor. Stand fast, my dear Sir! Be of good courage. I hope 
you will have the satisfaction to see Britain saved as well as France 

conquered in America; and shou'd the rising flame utterly consume 

every enemy to our happy constitution, our children's children 
shall be informed the quondam Colonel of the Buckinghamshire 
regiment kindled (and thro' all the dangers that cou'd threaten his 

existence) supported it. 
Tho' we find some flatterers have presumed to sneer at the Mid 

dlesex petition, I can advise those deep gentlemen that the inde 

pendent electors spoke the sense of ten-elevenths of the whole 

Empire; and much does it please a loyal people to hear their Sover 

eign declare that the united voice of his subjects 
' 
required more 

mature consideration than they were aware of.' 

You may rest satisfied that the ministerial puffs in the London 

papers of your friends deserting you, produce no effect on this side 
of the water, except that of heightening our resentment against 
themselves and all their machinations. 

From William Palfrey. 

Sir: 

I wrote you lately by Capt. Hood, and nothing has since 
occurred worthy your observation; for which reasons I should not 
have troubled you at this time, but at the instance of my good friend 
and intimate acquaintance, Mr. Samuel Eliot the bearer of this, 
who being desirous of seeing Mr. Wilkes, I have taken the liberty 
to give him a line by way of introduction. 

This Gentleman's merit will speak for itself, and I beg leave to 
recommend him to you as a firm friend to that cause in which you 
are now suffering, and at the same [time] to pray you would excuse 

the freedom I have taken. 

Capt. Freeman in the Pratt will sail in a few days; by him I shall 
send the Newspapers. 

I have the honor to be, with great sincerity, your most obedient 
humble servant, 

Wm. Palfrey. 

Boston, ioth August, 1769. 
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From Thomas Young. 

Boston, Sept. 6, 1769. 
Sir: 

Were Apollo with all the muses engaged to compose a letter 
to you that should pass our Committee in the present perpet 
ually varying condition of public affairs, it would doubtless try their 

patience more than all their other powers put together. I have prin 
cipally formed and presented not less than four or five draughts 
as well suited to our circumstances when made, as cou'd be done by 

me, and my assistants; but neither had the good fortune to obtain 
the finishing hand till a new face of affairs determined on alteration. 

How long this will be the case I will not even indulge a conjecture. 
At present our chairman, the Hon. James Otis, Esq., lyes wounded 
and much bruised in a rencounter with the infamous, base and 

cowardly John Robinson, Comr., etc., who insulted and fell upon 
him last evening in the British Coffee house, and with the assistance 
of half a dozen or more such scoundrels as himself, nearly murdered 
him before he escaped their hands. Mr. John Gridley, a nephew 
to the famous attorney of that name, was the only person present 
to interpose in his favor, and had the ulna of his right arm frac 
tured in the fray. On hearing the tumult the people ran in, but 
the matter was settled, and the perpetrators dispersed before any 
number got in. Mr. Otis has received a pretty considerable cut in 
the forehead, supposed by a hanger; and many contusions: but 
thanks to God, is in no danger; and has by his intrepid behavior 
forced the applause of his enemies. One of the ruffians1 is taken 

up and bound over. Robinson once more absconded, and a good 
riddance, should such a disgrace to the species never again shew 
his face in our hemisphere. 

The cause of freedom has gained much ground since my last 
to you from the late cargo of curious letters now published here, 

we have obtained such a thorough sense of the designs of your su 

perlative ministry and their tools here, that we are fully ripe for the 
execution of any plan that promises an effectual redress of our no 

longer supportable grievances. It amazes me that even Spaniards 
can drive a Squilaca 

2 from the throne, and Britons for years endure 
the more ruinous measures of a more wretched ministry. 

Capt. Ni?ois in a short passage from Cadiz informs us of an al 
liance concluded between France, Spain and Prussia; the design 
to overrun Hanover, subject Holland to an absolute sovereign, and 

1 William Brown, formerly of Salem. 
2 
Marquis of Squillaci, a Sicilian, Minister of War and Finance, dismissed in 

1766. Cambridge Modem History, vi. 370. 

27 
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in the end give law to Britain. Is not this the doing of the Thane, 
and horrible in our eyes? 

Paschal Paoli in Leghorn, no doubt on his way to Frederick; 
where the Hero, neglected by Britain, will be received with open 
arms. Heus patriae, nuper terror, nunc gentium fastidium ! 

We long to hear of some thorough paroxisms among you that 

may forward a crisis of the lingering disease; such corrupt humors 

hanging so long on the vitals, threaten the utter extinction of the 
animal heat. 

The great indifference shewed to such weighty complaints from 
such respectable bodies as the freemen of the first county and 

metropolitan city of the empire, gives much concern to every true 
friend of the Hanover succession. This alas! is the happy effect 
of the boasted undistinguished favor of the sovereigns, to all his 

loving subjects. Lamentable is it that the great end and ultimate 

design of all government, is so often lost in the mist of ambition, 
and brutal gratification. 

The news of your health, inflexible perseverance, and possession 
of the deserved applause of all your fellow subjects, will ever give 
pleasure to the friends of liberty on this Continent generally, in 
Boston particular, but to none more sensibly than, Sir, your most 
stable friend and assiduous humble servant, __ ^T , 

Tho. Young.1 

From William Palfrey. 
Sir: 

I have engaged Capt. Freeman's care of the Newspapers which 

accompany this Letter, I shall continue to send them by every 
convenient opportunity. 

The infamous assassination of Mr. Otis has occasion'd so much 

speculation among, and given such disturbance to the sons of Lib 

erty, as to prevent their answering your last letter by this oppor 

tunity. The particulars of this base and cowardly transaction, you 
will see in the Massachusetts Gazette of Thursday last: The sons of 

Liberty desire me to assure you in their name of their unremitted 
ardor in that best of causes, and their sympathy with you in the 
distresses brought by arbitrary Ministers upon Great Britain and 
her dependencies. 

I beg leave to assure you, Sir, that I shall esteem myself happy 
in rendering you any services in my power in this part of the World, 
and shall be glad to embrace every opportunity to convince you how 

much I am your obedient humble servant. ^M pALFREY 
Boston, Sept. 9, 1769. 

1 This letter bears evidence of having been printed. 
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From William Palfrey. 

gIR. Boston, October 21, 1769. 

I have just receiv'd your obliging letter of the 24th of July 
last, with the pamphlets which accompanied it; the perusal of which 
gave me the highest degree of pleasure, and I am greatly oblig'd 
to you for the valuable present. 

It is with heartfelt satisfaction I can inform you, the Americans 
still remain firm in their intentions to maintain their just rights and 

privileges : I consider it as a happy circumstance, and very favorable 
omen for the British constitution, that the same spirit is so uni 

versally diffus'd through every part of his Majesty's dominions. 
We wait with great anxiety to hear what effect the united peti 

tions of the several Counties in England will have upon the next 

meeting of Parliament; and we sincerely hope the incendiaries who 
have abused his Majesty by misrepresenting his loyal subjects, 
will be brought to a speedy and adequate punishment. 

The intended assassination of Mr. Otis, by Commissioner Rob 
inson and others, has occasioned much speculation here: you will 
see in the inclos'd papers sundry depositions relating to that dark 
transaction. Mr. Robinson now stands doubly indicted by the 

Grand Jury of the County, for a riot and breach of the peace. He 
has lately left the province, with an intention, it is suppos'd, to avoid 

appearing at the present sessions. 

The town of Boston have lately had a meeting on the subject of 
the letters wrote to the Ministry by Governor Bernard, General 

Gage, the Commissioners, etc. The town have voted an answer, 
and pass'd some resolves which I herewith send you. In jus 
tice to Mr. Samuel Adams, Clerk of the house of representatives, 
I would acquaint you the answer was draughted by him.1 It is 

much to be wish'd that Gentleman's fortune was equal to his abili 
ties. He would certainly be one of the richest men in America. 

It will always give me great pleasure to furnish you with the 

publications which originate here. I now send you two setts of 
Lt. Governor Hutchinson's collection of original papers relating to 
this Colony,2 some of which may be of use to Mrs. Macauley in 

compleating her history of England. I have not the honor of being 
in the least known to that patriotic lady, but have read the Volumes 
she presented to Mr. Otis with the greatest satisfaction. I beg the 

favor, Sir, you would present her with one sett, and my most re 

spectful compliments. 
1 Printed in the Boston Gazette, October 9, 1769. Adams' authorship of the 

Resolutions appears not to have been known to Wells, his biographer. 
2 Published in 1769. 
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Mr. Hancock is now on a tour to Philadelphia, chiefly with a 

design to visit the Farmer of Pennsylvania; when he returns I shall 
communicate your kind and obliging message. I have lately re 
ceiv'd a letter from him, wherein he acquaints me the Farmer 
receiv'd him with the greatest politeness, and expresses himself as 

highly pleas'd with the company and conversation of that famous 

patriot. 
The Sons of Freedom will love and honor you, while you per 

severe in that best of causes, and none more than your oblig'd and 
obedient Servant, 

Wm. Palfrey. 

I am oblig'd to make up this pacquet without the Town's answer 
to the Gov's letters. It is not yet out of the Press. I shall send it 
in a vessell which will sail in 2 or 3 days. 

SEWALL TO GOLDTHWAIT. 

[Copy] 

Cambridge, 31st October, 1769. 
Sir: 

I understand Bills were found at the present Court of Ses 
sions in Boston against John Robinson Esq. et al: for a Riot, 
and also another for an assault; against the inhabitants of the 

County of Suffolk for not repairing a bridge; and against one 
for an assault with an intent to commit a rape. I desire to conduct 
these Tryals on behalf of the Crown myself. The Superior Court 

by Law sits here this week, and it is my duty to attend these Courts. 
I beg the favour of you to communicate this to the Hon'ble 

Justices of the Sessions, and in my name to move their Honors that a 
distant day may be appointed for the trial of the abovementioned 
causes after next week, or that they may be continued to the next 

Term, which latter I should rather chuse. 
I am with due respect to the Hon'ble Court, Sir, your most obe 

dient Servant, 

Jonathan Sewall. 

To Ezekiel Goldthwait, Esq., Clerk, etc. 

Town Resolves. 

At a Meeting of the Freeholders and other Inhabitants of the 
Town of Boston duely qualified and legally warned in public Town 
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Meeting, assembled at Faneuil Hall on Thursday, the 22d day of 

March, A. D. 1770. 

Voted, that the Hon'ble James Bowdoin, Esq., Dr. Joseph Warren 
and Samuel Pemberton, Esq., a Committee appointed on the 13th 
instant to make Representation of the late horrid Massacre in 

Boston, be desired to transmit by the Packet to John Wilks Esq. 
a printed Copy of such Representation. 

Att. William Cooper, 
Town Clerk. 

From the Committee of Boston. 

Boston, New England, March 23d, 1770. 

Sir: 

It is in Consequence of an Appointment of the Town of 
Boston that we have the honor of writing to you, and of com 

municating the enclosed Narrative, relative to the Massacre in this 
Town on the 5th Instant. 

After that execrable deed, perpetrated by Soldiers of the 29th 
Regiment, the Town thought it highly expedient, that a full and 

just representation of it should be made to Persons of Character 
as soon as may be, in order to frustrate the designs of certain Men 

who, as they lhave heretofore been plotting the ruin of our Con 
stitution and Liberties, by their Letters, Memorials and Representa 
tions, are now said to have procured depositions in a private man 

ner, relative to the said Massacre, to bring an Odium upon the Town 
as the Aggressors in that Affair. But we humbly apprehend that 
after examining the said Narrative, and the Depositions annexed 
to it, you will be fully satisfied of the Falsehood of such a Suggestion: 
and we take upon ourselves to declare upon our honor and Con 

sciences, that having examined critically into the matter, there does 
not appear the least ground for it. 

The Depositions referred to (if any such there be) were taken 
without notifying the Selectmen of the Town, or any other Per 
sons whatever, to be present at the Caption in behalf of the Town: 

which, as it has been a thing justly complained of heretofore in 
some other Cases, so the Town now renew their Complaints on the 
same head; and humbly presume such depositions will have no 

weight till the Town has been served with copies of them, and an 

Opportunity given them to be heard in their defence in this matter, 
and in any others wherein their Character is drawn into Question 
with a view of passing a Censure upon it. 

A different Conduct was observed on the Part of the Town: 
The Justices with a Committee to assist them, ma?de their exami 
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nations publicly: most of them at Faneuil Hall, and the rest where 

any persons might attend. Notifications were sent to the Custom 

house, where the Commissioners of the Customs sit, that they, or 

any persons in their behalf, might be present at the Captions: 
and accordingly Mr. Sheaffe,1 the Deputy Collector, and Mr. 

Green, Tenant of the Custom House under the Commissioners and 

employed by them, were present at many of them. 
One of the said Commissioners, Mr. Robinson, in a secret manner 

has embarked on board Capt. Robson, and sailed for London, the 
16th Instant, which with three of the other Commissioners retiring 
from the Town and not having held a Board for some time since 
the 5th Instant, gives reason to apprehend they have planned and 
are executing a Scheme of misrepresentation to induce Administra 
tion to think that their persons are not in Safety in this town in the 
absence of troops. But their Safety is no way dependent on troops: 
for you are sensible, Sir, that if any evil had ever been intended 

them, troops could not have prevented it. 
It was so apparently incompatible with the safety of the Town 

for the Troops to continue any longer in it, that His Majesty's 
Council Were unanimous in their Advice to the Lieutenant Governor, 
that they should be removed to the Barracks at Castle Island. And 
it is the humble and fervent Prayer of the Town, and the Province 
in General, that his Majesty will graciously be pleased, in his great 

Wisdom and Goodness, to order the said Troops out of the Prov 

ince; and that his dutiful and loyal Subjects of this Town and 
Province ? dutiful and loyal, notwithstanding any representations 
to the Contrary, may not again be distressed and destroyed by 

Troops: for preventing which we beg leave in behalf of the Town to 

request most earnestly the favor of your interposition and influence. 
We have the honor to be with the most perfect regard, Sir, your 
most obedient and very humble Servants. 

James Bowdoin 
Sam'l Pemberton 

Joseph Warren 

From Nathaniel Barber.2 

Boston,. July 11, 1770. 

Sir: 

The noble Exertions you have made in support of the sacred 

Cause of Liberty, while you have suffered the most unparallel'd 
1 William Sheaffe. 
2 Nathaniel Barber was married May 3, 1750, to Elizabeth- Maxwell, by 

Rev. William Welsteed. 
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Hardships from the unrelenting hand of despotic power, has 

long entitled you to the just Esteem of every Friend to Man 
kind. The Sons of Freedom have been testifying that Esteem for 

you in various Ways. I have done it in a manner perhaps some 
what singular, by giving the respectable name Wilkes to my Son, 
born the 16 and Christened the 19th of October, 1766; a Time when 
the Flood of Tyranny had driven you into a State of Exile. In 
this I have honor'd my own Family, by fixing an indelible mark, 
at least so long as it shall please God to spare the Life of my Son, 
of the perfect Regard I have for you. If it may be in my power to 

implant early in his mind the true Sentiments of Liberty and Virtue, 
he shall never disgrace the name. I send you by this Conveyance 
the Picture of the Boy,1 which I beg you would accept, with the 

strongest Assurances that I am in strict Truth, Sir, your affectionate 
and very humble Servant, 

Nat. Barber.2 

Franklin Bache to Dr. John C. Warren.3 

Philadelphia, April 2, 1827. 

My Dear Sir: 

I received, some time since, a letter from my brother, 
Captain Bache, in which he alludes to your public-spirited 
project of erecting a granite monument over the remains of Dr. 
Franklin's parents. Some of his views appear to me so just, and at 
the same time, so well expressed, that I take the liberty of commu 

nicating them in his own words. He says, 
" 

For myself, as one of the 

family, I cannot feel but grateful to the gentlemen of Boston, for 
this evidence of their respect for the memory of our illustrious an 

cestor, (for to his memory, and not to that of his parents, is this 

expression of their feeling evidently directed, in thus perpetuating 
one of the most simple yet beautiful traits in his character), and 
also for the delicate course, pursued by them, with reference to his 
descendants. I most heartily give all the voice in approval of the 

undertaking, which may be supposed to belong to me. I would sug 
gest, however, that the slab, upon which the inscription is now writ 
ten be placed within the monument proposed, and, indeed, if pos 
sible, I would prefer that the whole and entire of the original struc 
ture be thus preserved. There is a feeling which belongs to the 

1 Wilkes Barber married November 18, 1800, Nancy Newell, Rev. Peter 

Thatcher officiating. 
2 A letter from Samuel Adams to Wilkes, December 28, 1770, is in Wells, 

Life and Public Services of Samuel Adams, 1. 377. 
3 

Seep. 128, supra. 
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original of any work of art, and to its antiquity, which is peculiarly 
impressive, when connected with monuments. Much of the sub 

limity, no doubt, belonging to the pyramids of Egypt is produced 
by a knowledge of their great antiquity. The awe-struck beholder, 
while gazing on them for the first time, dwells, I suspect, upon this 
fact alone." 

In communicating the above extract from my brother's letter, I 
assure you nothing is further from my thoughts than any im 

proper interference with the enterprize which the good citizens of 
Boston have undertaken with such laudable zeal. No doubt, every 
thing, which good taste, and respect for antiquity would suggest, 

will be attended to. And yet, under these circumstances, it may not 
be amiss to collect the scattered opinions of different persons. 

I am, dear sir, with much respect, your obed't. serv't. 

Franklin Bache. 

The following papers are taken from the collection of Mr. 

Charles P. Greenough. 

Breeden's Contempt of Court, 1662.1 

The Testimony of Edwarde Mitchellsonne marshell. 

Testifieth and saith he heard Captt. Breeden2 when he was 
Commited in the (Court say3 he knew no power they had to com 
mitt him nor he would obey no marshell) and this deponant follow 

ing the said Breeden out of the Court being so commanded coming 
belowe in the towne houss he told him he must go to prissonn And 
he answered and said he would not go to prisson and the deponentt 
told him he should go The said Bredeen said he would see who 
darst Lay hands on him and did seeme to heaue up his hand but 
I do not say he did strick but the deponantt Laying hold on him he 

Lett goe his Coott and slipt away and I Laying hold of him 

againe he did fling away and Leap out of the town housse into 
the streett and the deponantt following him did Lay hands on him 

againe and he did both at that tyme and befor charg [mr. Dauys 
and mr. Vsher in his maiestys name to assist him and]4 I did also 
desir the same in his maiestys name and son after william Sallter 
the keeper coming took him by the other hand and so wee did carry 

1 
Although endorsed 1690 this paper probably refers to the incident described 

in the Mass. Col. Rec, rv. pt. ii, 69, 75. 
2 Thomas Breeden. 
3 mr Danforth, Hathorn Rufler witness this.? Note in margin. 
4 

(mr Vsher and mr Davis will witness this when called.) 
? 

Note in margin. 
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him away to prisson so hee did tell vse he should haue a tyme to deell 
with vs some other passages it may be past which I do not rem'ber 

Edward Mitchellsonne. 

A Barbadoes Venture, 1667. 

Will: Garde aged: 25: yeares or thereabouts Testifieth and saith 
that I being spoken to about the second weeke in Nouember 1666: 
to goe master of the Ketch hope, for a voyage to Berbadoes an 
from berbadoes to mary Land and for New England according as 
is exprest in Charter party It was by Richard Way: And further 
this deponant saith that for that voyage he onely agreed with the 
aforesaid Way and Edward Hunt and with no other man and they 
onely shipped me for that voyage and farther saith that I was 
neuer agree with or hired by the owners or any of them for any 
voyage whatsoever: But when the former master Left the vessell I 
was onely desired by the owners to take care of her while she was 
in the Harbor at boston and while she was a fitting for a voyage 

when the owners should dispose of her. And farther saith that 
for any intrest in the vessell I haue none there was a verball agree 

ment between my selfe and the owners which was the cause my 
name was entred in the Charter party: yet wee proceeded no farther 
for I never had any bill of sale for her nor paid not a penny for 
her to them: Therefore no Gaine nor lost to this deponant: who 
ever gaine or lost by this action either merchant or owners: And 
farther saith that the said ketch was fitted with sailes and Rigging 
and all other appurtenances for the performance of the said voyage: 
And farth[er] saith that when the ketch was Condemned by the 
Court at Mary Land: the Governor then said It was by John 
Pitts his owne Letters that he knew he had broken bulke. 

Taken vpon Oath October 21th, 1667, befoore mee) 
Edward Tyng, 

Comissionr. 

Conduit in Boston. 

Boston, April 7: 1675. 

Wee the Neighbourhood and proprietors about the Conduit 

haveing upon the request of the Selectmen mett and Consulted with 
Mr. Thomas Brattle and Mr. John Lake, about makeing a Channell 
or water Cours thorough the Conduit street and understanding 
from the s'd Mr. Brattle and Mr. Lake, the Select mens willingness 
to Incourage such a necessary and Comodious worke by Contribut 

28 
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ing a quarter part of the Charge, and Mr. Wm. Taylor and Richd. 

Wharton haveing alsoe offerd and promised to pay another quarter 

part of the Charge, Wee Doe for our selvs respectively promise To 

Rayse Lower and pave the Ground before our possessions and 

proportionable thereunto to pay and Defray the Charge of the work 

haveing the allowance afors'd, provided that the Selectmen will 

inact and order That the s'd w.ork being finished each person shall 

mayntayne and keep Clean and Cleare, the Chanell and pavem't 
before their ground. The Selectmen being desired To nominate 
a fitt person toe Joyne with such as wee may nominate as a Comittee 
to Carry on the worke. The persons by us nominated for our In 

terest being Mr. Wm. Parsons, Mr. Sam'll Sendall and Mr. Jn. 
Hall: 

John Hall 
Robert X Winsor his Marke 

John Johnson 
Wm. Tailer ) for a quarter part of the whole 
Rich'd Wharton ) and noe more. 

John dyar 

John Ballintine for Samuell 
Sendell and myself 

Gilles dyer ) for 
isaack woodde ) beniaman beall 

William Parson 
Obadiah Emory 

John Nash 

Abating a Nuisance. 

July 31th, 1691. 

Mr. Addington complained to the Select, that Mr. Michaeli 
Shaller did annoy his neighb'rs wells of water, by his still house. 

At a Meetinge of the Selectmen of Bostone, Aug: 31th, 1691, 
Ordered, that Michaeli Shaller doe convey away his water, and 

MugginsL from his still-house soe as may be noe annoyance to his 

neighb'rs, within one month, vnder penaltie of twentie shillings 
per month for neglect of it. 

Coppie taken out of the Towne booke of Memorandum]. 
per John Joylxffe, Recordr. 

1 A word not found in Murray's Dictionary in a sense applicable to this use. 

In the Boston Town Records, 1660-1701, p. 215, is found an agreement that 

stillers should remove to 
" 

such places where there feces may be carried into 

some Common Shoar or Drein not exceeding 4 rod from highwater mark or so 

as may be carried into the sea." 
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A Letter to a Friend at New-York, 1722. 

Sir, 

Though I have been ever averse to writing, or medling, with 

any thing which relates to the Publick; yet y'r Importunity has 
so far prevail'd with me, as to give you a brief, and true account, 

what Effect the late Abdication had on the minds of our People: 
in answer to which I shall observe to y'e, that the sudden and 

unexpected alteration, in our Publick affaires; did for a little time, 
occation much Speculation, by reason of the rareness of the Trans 

action; but you may be assuer'd it left no meloncholy impressions 
on our minds, for our People are Generally perswaded, what was 
then transacted will in the end turn for the good of this Country. 
Indeed what came to pass, has put many in minde, of a Famous and 
remarkable letter, some time since, wrote by a Rev'd American, 
and Publish'd in England at the Authors desire; and reprinted here 
to his no little confusion; by which letter it may be perceiv'd, that 
the writer thereof, the better to beget a belief in Strangers abroad, 
of the truth of what he there Dogmattically afferm's: tel's them, 
It corn's From one who is capable to know The disposition of these 
Provinces, but it is not the first time; that a deceiving Spirit, has 
been in the mouth of that Prophet, which Propheci'd, if such a thing 
should happen; Whole Provinces would be Put into Mourning, and 

Produce Lamentations like those of Hadadrimmon. now we find 
the very Same is come to pass, and yet that lamentable Prophecie, 
not in the least Fullfell'd but Exactly the reverse, though I can't 

compare our presant rejoycing, to that of the City Shusan, and 
those many Provinces after their great deliverance; by reason our 

Hamons are yet unhang'd, and the Agagites are still among us, 
and have great hopes and d?pendance, the word is Earlie next Fall, 
yet the City and whole Provinces have their hopes likewise; that 

things may be defer'd till Latter Lammas, but it may be some 
will aske and say, what has this sudden change occationed no 
mourner's among us? no Hanging down of the Head? but a Uni 
versall joy? I answer, we have such among us that do mourn, 
But if the Carecter of the Men and the Temptations wh[i]ch misleads 

them, should be thoroughly Enquiered into all their mourning will 
at once Loose it's Efficacy and never be able to make the least Im 

pression. He give you a brief and true account of their Carecter. 
These Mourner's some of them are State Pensioners, Splitters 

and Sharers in offices: some few also, that pretend to Saint-making 
and Reprobating at Pleasure: We have likewise Traders in Warr, 

Man-Seller's, Rum-Sutler's, and the like: and Lastly we have a 

Juncto, such as Whisperers, Tale-bearers, Back-biters, Detracters, 
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Petty-foggers, Gamsters, Midnight Revellers, Baudy-Songsters, 
and such like Pritty Fellow's: such as these have had the guidance 
and management of our Helm; and finding their Craft in some danger 
are our present Mourners. O ye God's on Earth! purge this our 

Region of the Air as much as in you lies of these most Pestilent 
Exhalations. 

Sir I hope I have in some measure answer'd, what you have de 
sir'd of me; I have endeavor'd to be as brief and concise as may 
be in my relation of these matters; knowing that long Epistles 
are tiresome to most. I shall be expecting to be favour'd with yours 

by the next Post, so wishing you all health and happiness I remaine 
Your Real Freind and Humb. Servant, 

Philopatris. 

Remarks were made during the meeting by Messrs. Wen 

dell, Sanborn, and Kellen. 
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